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Abstract

Neural coding consists of precise interactions between related neurons. New techniques are needed to measure the time sensitive interactions within entire neural networks to understand how the brain functions. Extracellular recording is the oldest method of measuring neural activity and can sample at a temporal resolution to resolve fast spiking neurons. If scaled to a sufficiently large number of simultaneous recorded neurons, this technique would be an excellent candidate for such large scale recording. I propose the combined use of glass ensheathed microwire bundle electrodes and an infrared camera readout integrated circuit to collect massively parallel neuronal recordings in vivo. This design will allow for the recording of high quality signals because of the non-intrusive dimensions, low stray capacitance, and enhanced surface impedance of the electrodes, as well as the high signal to noise amplification of the camera electronics.

Here the construction of a system to record neural activity is described and its electrical properties are characterized. The results demonstrate the ability to successfully connect fabricated bundle electrodes to the indium bumps of the readout integrated circuit chip and to record voltage waveforms with a signal to noise ratio to resolve simulated spikes. In vivo experiments in the olfactory bulb of anaesthetized mice have resulted in recordings of action potentials from single units. The spike rate of these units increases with odor presentation and is pharmacologically inhibited which demonstrates the biological origin of the recorded activity. To further advance this technology, the stability and rate of connection to the readout electronics need to improve and insertion of electrode bundles with hundreds of more recording sites needs to be optimized. This promising design has several distinct advantages over existing fluorescence imaging and extracellular recording neurotechnologies for large scale neuronal recording.
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### Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CB</td>
<td>Crystalbond 509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMOS</td>
<td>complementary metal oxide semiconductor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTIA</td>
<td>capacitive transimpedance amplifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CV</td>
<td>cyclic voltammetry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAPI</td>
<td>4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEG</td>
<td>electroencephalography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEI</td>
<td>electrode electrolyte interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EIS</td>
<td>electrochemical impedance spectroscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GABA</td>
<td>gamma-Aminobutyric acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IrOx</td>
<td>Iridium Oxide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LFP</td>
<td>local field potential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEG</td>
<td>magnetoencephalography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI</td>
<td>magnetic resonance imaging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OB</td>
<td>olfactory bulb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBS</td>
<td>phosphate buffered saline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDMS</td>
<td>polydimethylsiloxane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEDOT</td>
<td>poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEEK</td>
<td>polyether ether ketone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFA</td>
<td>paraformaldehyde</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTFE</td>
<td>polytetrafluoroethylene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REF</td>
<td>reference electrode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROIC</td>
<td>readout integrated circuit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>standard deviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEM</td>
<td>scanning electron microscope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WE</td>
<td>working electrode</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1 Introduction

1.1 Ensemble activity in the brain

The mouse brain contains \( \sim 7.5 \times 10^7 \) neurons (Vincent et al., 2010) while the human brain contains \( \sim 8 \times 10^{10} \) neurons (Azevedo et al., 2009). The brain functions through time dependent interactions both between and within distinct groups of these neurons (Buzsáki, 2010; Harris, 2005). The spatiotemporal pattern of action potentials (spikes) acts as a neural code in a variety of sensory systems (Castelo-Branco et al., 2000; Panzeri et al., 2001; Laurent, 2002) and in the formation of memory (Leutgeb, 2005; Wilson and McNaughton, 1994; Engel and Singer, 2001). Limb movements are controlled by large populations of neurons in the motor cortex and the ensemble activity of these neurons has been harnessed to control external devices through brain machine interfaces (Donoghue, 2002; Lebedev and Nicolelis, 2006; Wessberg et al., 2000).

Developments in neurotechnology have enabled the monitoring of population activity \textit{in vivo} via calcium imaging (see 1.2.4) and high density extracellular probes (see 1.3.2), as well as the manipulation of targeted cell types through optogenetics (Yizhar et al., 2011). Despite recent advances, the ability to record high fidelity data from more than a few dozen neurons simultaneously \textit{in vivo} has proven to be challenging. Simultaneous recordings from hundreds to thousands of neurons will be needed if we are to understand the mechanisms of neural coding at the level of neuronal networks. Therefore, there has recently been a call for new or improved technologies enabling simultaneous recording from larger numbers of neurons \textit{in vivo} to better understand the precise spatiotemporal activity patterns underlying brain function (Alivisatos et al., 2012; Marblestone et al., 2013).

1.2 Measuring neuronal activity \textit{in vivo}

1.2.1 Origin of the action potential

The unit of communication between almost all neurons is the action potential\(^1\). The selective permeability of ions through channels in the neuronal membrane allow for large concentration gradients of sodium and potassium ions between the intra- and extracellular space (Hodgkin and Huxley, 1952). In most cases the all or nothing event of the action potential occurs when synaptic input depolarizes (makes less negative) the potential of the cell to its threshold, at which point the potential quickly rises with a swift influx of sodium ions and subsequently falls with an efflux of potassium (Johnston and Wu, 1995). This “spike”, also known as an action potential, is propagated along the axon by regenerative

---

\(^1\)There are other forms of communication in the brain. Glia communicate via various signaling mechanisms with each other and with neurons, allowing them to affect neuronal excitability and synaptic transmission (Fields, 2002).
action of voltage gated channels to terminals which contact other neurons at synapses where neurotransmitters are released. The action potential firing frequency varies greatly among different cell types and the width of an action potential at threshold ranges from \(~1.6\) ms for pyramidal cells to \(~0.6\) ms for fast spiking interneurons (Bean, 2007). In order to capture all features of the spike waveform, recordings are typically performed at sampling rates >15 kHz.

1.2.2 Intracellular recording

Action potentials result from the integration of synaptic inputs and other subthreshold fluctuations in membrane voltage, thus there is a great deal of information that can be measured about a neuron beyond its spiking activity (Bean, 2007). Two principle methods of intracellular recording are commonly used. Sharp glass microelectrodes directly impale neurons to measure membrane voltage and subthreshold events (Purves, 1981). Alternatively, microelectrodes with a larger tip diameter can be sealed to the neuronal membrane to record membrane potential from a local region of membrane, or break through the membrane to allow access to the internal potential ("whole cell") (Hamill et al., 1981). The electrode must be connected to electronics to amplify these small recorded signals without adding noise. Amplifiers used in conjunction with microelectrode recordings offer a variety of modes, including voltage and current clamp so that the effects of differing membrane voltage or injected current on the activity of the cell can be isolated and investigated. Sealing the electrode to the membrane is a skilled method, however it can be performed \textit{in vivo} (Margrie et al., 2002) and in behaving animals (Long and Lee, 2012) and efforts have been made to automate the whole cell technique (Kodandaramaiah et al., 2012). Furthermore, \textit{in vivo} whole cell recording has been combined with the delivery of nucleic acid vectors through the intracellular pipette, in order to combine electrophysiology with techniques such as genetic labeling or monosynaptic retrograde tracing to map the synaptic input of recorded cells (Rancz et al., 2011). Extremely small pipette tips (<30 nm) have been developed to record from individual dendrite spines in quantum dot (light emitting particles) assisted targeted recordings (Jayant et al., 2016).

Intracellular methods allow for the highest signal to noise measurement of membrane voltage and precise control of cellular activity, but only allow for simultaneous recording from a few neurons due to the difficulty of obtaining and maintaining a seal as well as the required space for multiple pipettes. This makes large scale intracellular recording unviable. The absolute amplitude of a recorded spike with intracellular recordings (20-100 mV), is much higher than that of extracellular recording (Humphrey and Schmidt, 1990)(Fig. 1.1A). The subthreshold activity of firing neurons measured with intracellular techniques typically cannot be measured with extracellular electrodes (Henze et al., 2000).
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1.2.3 Extracellular recording

The oldest method of measuring the activity of neurons in vivo is extracellular recording. The extracellular space surrounding neurons acts as a volume conductor and has a finite resistivity (Johnston and Wu, 1995). All changes in current due to the flow of ions from proximal neurons contribute to the potential field at a given point (Buzsáki et al., 2012). When the conductive metal within an electrode penetrates tissue and enters the extracellular space, an electrode-electrolyte interface (EEI) is formed and the electrode acquires a potential (Geddes, 1972). At the EEI, a reaction occurs in which the flow of ions is converted to current flow in electrons. This reaction is either capacitive where the EEI double layer charges and discharges or faradaic where the electrode surface is oxidized and reduced (Cogan, 2008).

This extracellular electrode is measuring the field potential at a single point, compared to a distant reference electrode ground. When the extracellular recording is able to resolve action potentials from a single neuron it is said to record “unit” activity (Fig. 1.1B). As the extracellular space is a volume conductor, electrodes often record the activity multiple neurons simultaneously, known as multi-unit activity, or many/networks of neurons, known as the local field potential (LFP, Fig. 1.1A). Extracellular recordings are often selectively filtered to separate high frequency unit activity (high pass) and lower frequency LFP (low pass). LFP can be measured less invasively by placing electrodes on the surface of the cortex subdurally, known as electrocorticography (ECoG), but with significantly lower signal strength (Viventi et al., 2011; Khodagholy et al., 2015, 2016).

![Figure 1.1: Intracellular and Extracellular recording waveforms. (A) Simultaneously recorded superficial and deep LFP traces and an intracellular recording from a layer 5 pyramidal neuron (Buzsáki et al., 2012). (B) Simulated data of normalized extracellular spike waveforms in the vicinity of a neuron (Buzsáki et al., 2012).](image)
The amplitude of the recorded potential field is highest near the membrane and steeply drops with increasing distance of the recording electrode from the membrane (Buzsáki et al., 2012). Very close to the membrane, an extracellularly recorded action potential can reach several mV in amplitude (Humphrey and Schmidt, 1990). The recorded potential will be positive where current flows out of a cell (current source) and it will be negative where there is inward current (current sink). The recorded waveforms vary greatly with distance of the recording electrode from the membrane, as well as the electrode’s orientation in relation to the sources and sinks created by the neuronal geometry, and the specific portion of the membrane local to the electrode (Gold et al., 2006)(1.1B). Surprisingly, a method for ground truth validation of the source of extracellular potentials and multi-unit activity was only developed recently (Neto et al., 2016).

Electrodes can also be used in a configuration in which they apply an extracellular current to depolarize neuronal membranes, in order to stimulate neurons with defined patterns of activity (Brummer et al., 1983). Stimulating electrodes are desirable for experimental neuroscience but also have wide-ranging clinical applications and for years their efficiency has been tested in a variety of animal models (Rose and Robblee, 1990; Merrill et al., 2005).
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1.2.4 Foreign body response

Brain tissue is a dynamic system of neurons, neuroglia, and vasculature (Fig. 1.2A). Volumetric tissue displacement occurs whenever a recording electrode is inserted into the brain, which causes mechanical stress to cells and ruptures the blood brain barrier (BBB). The response to the foreign body (inserted probe) is known as gliosis and mediated via microglia and astrocytes (Polikov et al., 2005). Immediately after insertion, microglia cells within a few hundred microns of the probe are activated (Kozai et al., 2012b). Within minutes after insertion, microglia stretch towards the probe. Also after acute insertion, neuronal cell death can be caused by the steric blockade of signaling molecules and growth factors and a loss of perfusion (blood flow) due to vascular damage (Fig. 1.2B).

After 12 hours microglia begin moving towards the insertion site and by 24 hours have surrounded the probe (Kozai et al., 2015b). Astrocytes are most active during the first week of the foreign body response and 2-3 weeks after insertion form a compact sheath around the activated microglia (Fig. 1.2C). This inflammatory response can create a glial scar around the electrode which prevents neural regeneration via progenitor cells and causes additional cell death (Fitch et al., 1999). Micromotions in the brain (from

---

**Figure 1.2:** Tissue response to an inserted probe. This schematic displays the movement of neurons and a variety of glial cell types within native brain tissue (A), after acute injury (B) and after the probe has remained inserted chronically (C). The diameter of the microdialysis probe is a similar scale to that of a silicon probe (Kozai et al., 2015b).
blood circulation and respiration) can accelerate the response against electrodes which are anchored to the skull (Kim et al., 2004).

Even when probes are removed directly after insertion, there is still evidence of chronic changes to the local tissue environment (Biran et al., 2005). Many properties of electrodes are known to affect the foreign body response. Injury site size decreases with smaller electrodes and chronic electrode performance improves when electrode cross sectional area decreases (Wellman et al., 2017). Microglia in vitro have been shown to respond to material stiffness and to move from softer to stiffer substrates (Bollmann et al., 2015). In accordance with this, coating stiff electrodes with soft materials has been shown to reduce gliosis and improve neuronal health in vivo (Sridharan et al., 2016).

The density difference of the probe and the surrounding tissue is another property which can cause signal quality to degrade chronically (Lind et al., 2013). There is not a consensus in the literature of the effect of insertion speed on the tissue response as faster speeds have been shown to cause increased force and long term gliosis, but slower speeds have been shown to increase the damage to vasculature (Wellman et al., 2017). Large blood vessels can be avoided during insertion with imaging techniques, but this is more difficult for electrodes with more complex geometries (e.g. multiple shanks).

A variety of dyes are commonly used as markers in histological preparations to measure the response of brain tissue to electrode insertion. The fluorescent dye Evans blue binds to albumin which is released when the BBB is disturbed (Kozai et al., 2012a). The immunohistological stains glial fibrillary acidic protein (which fluorescently tags astrocytes) and Iba-1 (fluorescently tags microglia) allow for monitoring of gliosis (Kozai et al., 2012a). Propidium iodide is a fluorescent stain which enters cells with damaged membranes and thus can be used as a marker for cell membrane integrity (Blanche et al., 2005). These and other markers can help qualitatively estimate the brain tissue damage caused by electrode insertion over acute and chronic timescales. Histology after insertion should be assessed for all electrode technologies in order to measure the foreign body response.

1.2.5 Imaging techniques

The simultaneous activity of many neurons can also be measured without the need for inserting electrodes into tissue with optical techniques. Changes in intrinsic properties (light scattering, absorption or fluorescence of chromophores) or light emission via fluorescence can be linked to spiking activity and measured with a detector. Activity dependent intrinsic signals (local blood volume and oxygen delivery) can be imaged through a thinned skull or cranial window in behaving animals but suffers from low spatial resolution (Frostig et al., 1990). Voltage sensitive dyes bind to the neuronal membrane and emit potential dependent fluorescence that can be measured with photodiodes or a camera.
Calcium indicators, which produce large changes in fluorescence when bound to calcium ions, can be loaded into cells through a patch pipette, bulk loaded through de-esterification by native cell processes, or genetically encoded to specific cell types (Pologruto et al., 2004; Smetters et al., 1999). Intracellular calcium transients measured with fluorescence microscopy are evoked by action potentials and depend on indicator concentration and buffering properties (Helmchen et al., 1996). However these indicators are nonlinearly related to neural activity and are fundamentally an indirect measure of membrane potential (Nauhaus et al., 2012).

Two-photon microscopy is a fluorescence imaging technique where near-infrared excitation light is delivered by a femtosecond pulsed laser which scans across the sample to excite fluorescent indicators (Denk et al., 1990). This technique allows for high resolution in vivo imaging of neuronal morphology (even individual dendritic spines) at up to 1-2 mm in depth without inducing additional photodamage to tissue (Kerr and Denk, 2008). This depth limitation arises principally from the scattering of light in the brain. However increasing illumination power for a stronger fluorescence signal can cause a nonlinear increase in photodamage (Hopt and Neher, 2001). The recorded change in fluorescence in this technique is also based on calcium indicators and measured through a thinned skull or cranial window, which enables chronic recording in vivo. Two-photon imaging experiments are generally performed in head-fixed preparations which can be designed to allow animals to walk or run on a ball during imaging (Dombeck et al., 2007). It is very difficult to move the microscope with the animal during behavioral experiments due to the required bulky optics of most two-photon systems. However, a miniaturized microscope was created with laser light delivered through fiber optics which allowed two-photon imaging while animals freely behaved (Helmchen et al., 2013). Recent advances in microscope miniaturization even allow two-photon imaging of individual spines while mice freely behave in an arena (Zong et al., 2017).

There are some limitations in temporal resolution due to the kinetics of the calcium signal and calcium indicators. However calcium indicators have improved to allow the recording of individual action potentials (see GCaMP6, Chen et al., 2013), so the bottleneck for improving speed is mostly due to the microscopy technology. Laser scanning speeds have improved with acousto-optic deflectors to allow a sampling rate at nearly 1 kilohertz frequency (Grewe et al., 2010). Two-photon imaging has developed to allow simultaneous single neuron optogenetic manipulation and recording from small groups of neurons in vivo over the course of weeks (Packer et al., 2014). New technology even permits imaging in multiple focal planes simultaneously in the mouse cortex in vivo through the use of spatial light modulators (Yang et al., 2016). The field of view of two-photon microscopy is also expanding from ~1 mm² to >10 mm² due to the development of more advanced laser scanning systems (Stirman et al., 2016; Sofroniew et al., 2016).

Though two-photon microscopy has a superior resolution and imaging depth than other
techniques, it has limitations that will prevent it from recording from large brain volumes. During two-photon imaging, light is dissipated as heat in the brain. The laser power required to excite large fields of view would inevitably cause thermal damage to tissue. For an entire mouse brain, delivering 1 excitation pulse per neuron per frame (a low estimate because more that 1 pulse is usually required to excite detectable fluorescence) at 1 kilohertz frequency would dissipate about 10 W (Marblestone et al., 2013). Typical two photon experiments use ~50 mW laser power and tissue damage begins to occur in the mouse brain with ~250 mW (Podgorski and Ranganathan, 2016). Damage is also caused to brain tissue before imaging during microinjection of calcium indicators or GCaMP encoding virus. The depth limitation of 1-2 mm also prevents 2-photon microscopy from imaging anything below superficial layers of cortex. Even when the underlying technology (laser scanning speed, detector density, etc.) improves, these limitations will persist.

1.2.6 “Non-invasive” methods

Neural activity can also be measured from outside the skull, though more indirectly than the previously described methods. In electroencephalography (EEG), electrodes on the scalp record a spatiotemporally smoothed version of the LFP. This technique cannot record individual spikes because the extracellular signal is weakened through the soft and hard tissue barrier between the electrode and the neuron (Buzsáki et al., 2012). A similar technique is magnetoencephalography (MEG) which uses superconducting quantum interference devices to measure magnetic fields produced by neurons (Hämäläinen et al., 1993). MEG has better spatiotemporal resolution than EEG but still cannot resolve individual spikes and requires complex shielding. Both techniques are commonly used in human studies to analyze the different frequency “waves” of activity during sleep (Hughes et al., 1976).

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) measures local changes in magnetic fields in tissue. In blood-oxygen-level dependent functional MRI, the activity of neurons is related to changes in vascular concentration of paramagnetic deoxyhemoglobin (Ogawa and Lee, 1990). This technique is completely noninvasive and allows scanning through the full depth of the brain, but suffers from very poor spatial resolution compared to optical techniques and its temporal resolution is limited by blood flow in the brain and thus cannot resolve individual spikes. In a method combining MRI and optogenetic expression for circuit mapping in vivo, spatial resolution was limited to 100x100x500 µm voxels, far worse than single cell resolution (Desai et al., 2011).

An additional technique for mapping large scale neuronal activity could be the use of engineered DNA polymerases which record time-varying signals into DNA “ticker tape” (Glaser et al., 2013). However, this exploratory technique would not be able to temporally resolve spiking activity and has yet to be demonstrated in vivo.
1.3 Increasing yield of simultaneously recorded units

1.3.1 Single wire electrodes to multielectrode arrays

The number of simultaneously recorded neurons in vivo has increased steadily since the introduction of extracellular recording, but has increased far slower than the growth of integrated circuit density, as described by Moore's Law (Fig. 1.3, Stevenson and Kording, 2011). This increase in probe recording density is a testament to the inherent scalability of extracellular recording. One of the earliest designs of an extracellular recording electrode was a sharpened, lacquer insulated tungsten wire with a tip less than 0.5 \( \mu \)m in diameter which was used to measure spiking activity from single neurons in a cat model (Hubel, 1957). Extracellular electrodes then developed from the 2 recording site stereotrode (McNaughton et al., 1983) to the 4 site tetrode (Wilson and McNaughton, 1993; O'Keefe and Recce, 1993; Harris et al., 2000). Tetrodes were constructed by braiding 4 insulated nichrome wires together and plating their tips with gold (Gray et al., 1995; Nguyen et al., 2009). Tetrodes have the advantage of recording multiple neurons (isolated by spike sorting, see 1.3.4) and are mechanically stable enough to be used for chronic recordings (Buzsáki, 2004). Tetrodes are commonly controlled with chronically implanted microdrives to allow insertion without the mechanical stress of head fixation and the repositioning of the electrodes in different brain regions during behavioral experiments (Yamamoto and Wilson, 2008; Kloosterman et al., 2009).

To increase the number of recording sites further, many wires can be grouped together
into multielectrode arrays (MEAs) (Nicolelis et al., 1997; Ward et al., 2009). MEAs, first designed for rat and monkey models, were composed of stainless steel or tungsten microwires, and like tetrodes featured microdrives for electrode placement (Kralik et al., 2001; Nicolelis et al., 2003). The population recordings from many individual neurons allowed the first glimpse into neuronal ensemble activity in freely moving animals.

1.3.2 Silicon probes

The next major advancement in \textit{in vivo} extracellular recording was the development of silicon probes. These probes were first developed by electroplating gold electrodes with custom spacing exposed by photolithography on a silicon wafer and insulating with silicon dioxide (Wise et al., 1970). For years the two major designs of silicon probes have been planar multisite Michigan probes which evolved from the first electrodes on silicon at the University of Michigan (Drake et al., 1988) and planar needle Utah arrays developed at the University of Utah (Maynard et al., 1997, see Fig. 1.3). The first Utah arrays were insulated in polyimide and the needle tips are exposed revealing platinum recording sites. The major advantage of these arrays is the horizontal spacing of recording sites which allows them to record from neurons throughout a cortical area. Utah arrays have been used in a variety of chronic experiments in rodents and primates and were the first intracortical array approved for usage in human studies (House et al., 2006). Michigan probes however have more flexible geometry than Utah arrays allowing them to match the spacing of cells and layers in desired brain structures.

Michigan-style silicon probes have advanced to contain on-chip electronics that can help to increase signal amplitudes and decrease the number of external leads (Najafi and Wise, 1986; Wise et al., 2008). They also progressed to have 54-sites on a single shank (Blanche et al., 2005, see Fig. 1.3) and later advanced to 3D arrays with recording sites on both sides of the shank to improve the spatial resolution of recording (Du et al., 2009). Though it has yet to be adopted as a standard method, there are numerous reports of wireless readout systems for silicon probes to limit the need for tethering in behavioral experiments (Kim et al., 2009; Chestek et al., 2009; Schwarz et al., 2014; Wise et al., 2004). Silicon probes have also been combined with microdrives in order to reposition the electrodes \textit{in vivo} in rodents (Michon et al., 2016; Berényi et al., 2014) and primates (Mendoza et al., 2016) though it has also been demonstrated that high quality recordings can be maintained over months with immobile probes (Okun et al., 2016).

In recent years silicon probes were fabricated to have 8 individual shanks within a single wafer and were used in \textit{in vivo} experiments with 512 total electrodes (using x2 256-site wafers simultaneously, Berényi et al., 2014). The number of simultaneous recording sites increased again to 1024 (x4 256-site probes, Shobe et al., 2015, see “3D microprobe” in Fig. 1.3) and 1000 more densely packed electrodes on 5 shanks on 1 printed circuit board
(PCB) for "spatially oversampling" neurons (Scholvin et al., 2016). Due to advances in lithographic fabrication techniques, silicon probes also can now have recording sites as small as a few hundred square microns or less. The latest innovation in recording site density is the Neuropixels probe which has 384 channels (from 966 selectable electrodes), on probe amplification, and can record at 30kHz with low noise Lopez et al., 2017. Dual recordings with 2 Neuropixels probes simultaneously allowed for the recording of more than 800 units from 5 different brain regions in an acute experiment in an awake head-fixed mouse which broke the existing record for simultaneously recorded units in vivo (Steinmetz et al., 2016, see Fig. 1.3).

Though silicon probes are the most widely used technology to record with single unit resolution in vivo, they have several limitations. The major disadvantage is that during implantation they induce a foreign body response which causes tissue damage at acute and chronic timescales (1.2.4). Signal quality can degrade due to this inflammatory tissue response and to the mechanical mismatch between commonly used electrode materials within the probe itself (Kozai et al., 2015a). Silicon probes are also generally spatially restricted to linear designs penetrating perpendicular to the surface of the brain which prevents them from recording horizontally distributed neuronal networks (Csicsvari et al., 2003). If increasing the sampling of neurons is achieved simply by increasing the number of probes, the total brain displacement volume and total tissue damage would increase proportionally. However, volume displacement constraints are unlikely to be a fundamental limit to whole brain recordings with extracellular electrodes. But depending on how many neurons can be recorded by a single electrode, their diameter would need to decrease to submicron scales to record from an entire mouse brain without displacing >1% of total tissue volume (Marblestone et al., 2013). To create probes with more recording sites, microfabrication of the integrated circuits which contain the signal amplifiers will need to scale up which will significantly increase the cost and complexity of the readout electronics. These limitations will cause the number of simultaneously recorded neurons in vivo to plateau at some point unless novel technological approaches are developed.
1.3.3 Functionalization of small recording sites

When metal recording sites get smaller, the surface area of the electrode decreases and impedance increases. This makes it more difficult to record small extracellular voltages. Electrochemical functionalization, a process in which the chemical composition and surface morphology of recording sites is modified, is commonly performed on tetrodes and MEAs to lower the impedance of electrode surfaces and increase the signal to noise ratio by increasing the surface area through roughening or enhancing electron transfer at the EEI (Heim et al., 2012).

Iridium Oxide (IrOx) is a well established thin film for stimulating and recording electrodes. IrOx films were first developed and tested in vitro on insulated iridium metal stimulating electrodes through repeated oxidation and reduction which produced IrOx on the electrode surface (Conway and Mozota, 1983; Robblee et al., 1983). Films formed in this manner are known as “activated” IrOx films (AIROFs) and can inject charge in a fast and reversible faradaic reaction (Cogan et al., 2006, see Fig. 1.4). Another method of creating IrOx electrodes was developed by reactive sputtering from Ir metal in oxidizing plasma onto recording sites (known as SIROF) (Hackwood, 1981; Anderson et al., 1989; Klein et al., 1989; Wessling et al., 2006). SIROFs have similar charge injection properties to AIROFs, but can be deposited on non-iridium substrates. In a third method, IrOx films can be deposited onto non-iridium electrodes via electrodeposition (EIROF) (Yamanaka, 1989). EIROFs are formed by cycling voltage in an iridium salt solution where in a faradaic reaction the Ir$^{4+}$ reduces to Ir$^{3+}$ creating the dark blue oxide (Meyer et al., 2001), the morphology of which is determined by the charge density during electrodeposition (Mailley et al., 2002). Cyclic voltammograms (CVs) display this change in redox state and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) demonstrates the decrease in recording site impedance due to the EIROF (Mailley et al., 2002). EIROFs have been electrodeposited on electrodes intended for extracellular recording with recordings substrates of gold, platinum, platinum-iridium, and stainless steel (Meyer et al., 2001) as well as more elaborate substrates like gold nanowires (Yoon et al., 2010) and carbon fibers (Gillis et al., 2017). IrOx electrodes have been used chronically in vivo (though almost exclusively as AIROFs and SIROFs and more often for stimulation than recording) in a variety of animal models (Weiland and Anderson, 2000; Kane et al., 2013; Cogan et al., 2006; Ward et al., 2009). However, IrOx films are known to degrade over time as evidenced by delamination of the film and quantified by a decrease in charge storage capacity (CSC, the area under the CV curve and a quantification of an electrode’s ability to store stimulating charge) (Cogan, 2008; Negi et al., 2010).
As an alternative, electrically conductive polymers have been used to lower the impedance of electrodes. Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT) is an electrically conductive polymer used on stimulating and recording electrodes. PEDOT is formed by polymerizing the EDOT monomer in solution with poly(styrene sulfonate) potentiostatically (constant voltage) or galvanostatically (constant current) (Cui and Martin, 2003). PEDOT films have been found to have even lower impedance and greater charge storage than IrOx films and can be electrodeposited on gold, iridium, platinum-iridium, and platinum (Wilks et al., 2009; Green et al., 2012) and have been used to record activity chronically in vivo (Ludwig et al., 2006). PEDOT electrodeposits have been successfully loaded with bioactive molecules (including peptides such as nerve growth factor or drugs such as dexamethasone) or carbon nanotubes (Luo et al., 2011; Castagnola et al., 2016) to enhance biocompatibility and can be prepared in different non-film morphologies such as nanotubes (Boehler et al., 2017; Xiao et al., 2006; Abidian et al., 2006; Green and Abidian, 2015; Heim et al., 2012). Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are a unique material for electrode coating due to their high surface/volume ratio, physical flexibility, and cell adhesion properties (Bareket-Keren and Hanein, 2013). CNTs can be synthesized on electrodes via chemical vapor deposition, producing vertically aligned CNTs (Gabay et al., 2007; Nguyen-Vu et al., 2007) or co-electrodeposited with gold particles at a lower temperature (Keefer et al., 2008; Xiang et al., 2014). Beyond its potentially improved biocompatibility, CNT coatings have been shown to have lower impedance and charge storage capacity than both IrOx and PEDOT films (Jan et al., 2009).

There are a few other notable state of the art electrode surface coatings that have recently been established. Gallium phosphide nanowire based electrodes have been used to record single units in acute in vivo recordings (Suyatin et al., 2013) and electrodeposited plat-
inum grass (Boehler et al., 2015) and electrodeposited PEDOT on IrOx or nanostructured Pt have been tested in vitro and proposed as superior novel electrode coatings (Boehler et al., 2017). Graphene has been used on flexible parylene ECoG electrodes which are transparent enough to simultaneously perform imaging and electrophysiology in vivo (Kuzum et al., 2014; Park et al., 2014). Also, attempts to enhance biocompatibility beyond just the recording interface were made by nanostructuring the shank of silicon probes which increased neuronal survival adjacent to the probe (Bérces et al., 2016). These newer coating technologies have some unique characteristics, but IrOx, PEDOT, and CNTs remain the most commonly used electrode coatings for neural recordings.

1.3.4 Spike sorting

Ideally large scale recording techniques would allow for the detection of the spiking activity from single neurons. However, the recording sites of all current extracellular technologies pick up the activity of multiple units due to the conducting nature of the extracellular space and the proximity of cells. To isolate single units from multi-unit activity, a variety of spike sorting algorithms have been developed (Lewicki, 1998). These techniques generally: detect spikes from a band pass filtered signal, extract features from the spike shape, apply a clustering algorithm to the features, and attribute each cluster to a unit (Rey et al., 2015). There are a variety of methods for feature extraction including principal component analysis and wavelets.

Spike sorting can be applied beyond a few neurons to the ensemble level in which spiking activity is analyzed as a representation of external stimuli. In population decoding, spiking activity in response to a variety of known stimuli are recorded (encoding) to train a model which can then be used to estimate an unknown stimulus from spiking activity alone (decoding) (Brown et al., 1998). These and other methods for analyzing sorted spike trains (such as maximum likelihood, cross coherence, and information theory) are subject to certain limitations. Most algorithms require large datasets of spike trains to perform, evolving spike waveforms can corrupt spike sorting, and different algorithms can give different results when applied to the same datasets (Brown et al., 2004).

Due to the increased recording site density of modern probes, the activity pattern along the probe shank can be used to localize the cell bodies of neurons and contains information about the morphology of the neuron, which is often neglected during spike sorting (Delgado Ruz and Schultz, 2014). Spike sorting methods have also become specifically tailored to the specifications of the most modern extracellular probes (Jun et al., 2017; Pachitariu et al., 2016; Rossant et al., 2015).
There are several novel extracellular probe technologies that are being adapted for the challenges of recording \textit{in vivo} and to overcome the weaknesses of standard silicon probes. Due to the mechanical mismatch between common electrodes and tissue, there is a great need for softer probes that are mechanically compliant with tissue for longer \textit{in vivo} recordings (Lacour et al., 2016). A wide variety of soft materials have been used for \textit{in vivo} electrodes including Parylene (Takeuchi et al., 2005; Kim et al., 2009; Sohal et al., 2014), PDMS (Kozai and Kipke, 2009; McClain et al., 2011), and other custom polymers (Lacour et al., 2010; Harris et al., 2011; Ware et al., 2012; Kolarcik et al., 2015). The disadvantage of these probes is that their softness makes them more difficult to insert into tissue and they often require external shuttles to properly penetrate tissue (Kozai and Kipke, 2009; Gilgunn et al., 2012).

Another method of decreasing the tissue damage caused by probes during \textit{in vivo} electrophysiology, is decreasing the overall probe volume. Bundles of 12.5 µm diameter tungsten wires embedded in gelatine were inserted into rat cerebral cortex and the gelatine coating reduced acute tissue damage compared to uncoated control wires (Lind et al., 2010). In a similar manner, gelatine was also used to insert clusters of 29 ultrathin platinum electrodes which spread in tissue and successfully recorded from units in the deep brain of rats (Etemadi et al., 2016) (Fig. 1.5A). Microscale carbon fibers are another alternative to the standard glass, silicon, and metal materials generally used in microelectrodes. Carbon fibers <5 µm in diameter have been used as a 16-channel electrode array to record firing patterns over months from the brains of behaving zebra finches (Guitchounts et al., 2013) and in a later study were modified to have a lower impedance with electrodeposited IrOx films (Gillis et al., 2017). Another carbon fiber based electrode design was used to record \textit{in vivo} chronically in rats with a reduced tissue response compared to silicon probes (Kozai et al., 2013). Similar fibers were adapted into arrays of 16 channels which recorded chronically from rats with tissue insertion aided by poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) (Fig. 1.5B) (Patel et al., 2015).

Other state of the art materials and fabrication methods have been applied to the development of extracellular probes. Conventional lithography processes were used to produce a 3D macroporous mesh electrode made of flexible SU-8 photoresist polymer with recording sites on thin arms which bend outwards during tissue insertion which was aided by freezing the electrode in buffer solution (Xie et al., 2015). The 19 field effect transistor sensors on a single probe were used to acutely record LFP and single units from rat somatosensory cortex. Another use of lithography in a novel configuration was for the development of nanoelectronic thread (Luan et al., 2017). These electrodes (Fig. 1.5C) were also composed of SU-8 photoresist, had platinum or gold recording sites, and were so thin (<5 µm) that a micropost shuttle was needed to insert them into the brain. The nanoelectronic thread
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electrodes were able to record single units over the course of months and simultaneous 2 photon imaging revealed no neuronal degradation or scarring.

Thermally drawn polymer fibers have also been used as a material for extracellular probes. Flexible polymer probes combining conductive carbon black doped polyethylene (for recording sites) and polycarbonate (as a fiber optic) were constructed to allow simultaneous extracellular recording and optogenetic stimulation in the mouse spinal cord in vivo (Lu et al., 2014). The same group advanced their thermal drawing process to incorporate conductive polyethylene or tin recording sites (Fig. 1.5D) and channels for drug delivery (Canales et al., 2015). These probes continued to function after bending and could record from mouse prefrontal cortex in vivo for up to 2 months. Next the channels in the probes were used to inject viruses to target specific neurons for optogenetic stimulation and record from neurons all within one surgical implantation from 2 probes in different brain regions simultaneously in behaving mice (Park et al., 2017).

Figure 1.5: Advanced in vivo extracellular recording technologies. (A) A platinum cluster electrode embedded in gelatine (Left) and the de-insulated tip of a single wire (Right) (Etemadi et al., 2016). (B) An array of 16 carbon fibers embedded in polyethylene glycol (Patel et al., 2015). (C) Multiple nanoelectronic thread probes in water (Left) and 2 of the recording sites on a single probe (Right) (Luan et al., 2017). (D) A thermally drawn electrode fiber wrapped around a finger (Left) and the cross section of a drawn fiber of 36 tin electrodes in poly(etherimide) cladding (Right). The inset is a single wire etched with oxygen plasma (Canales et al., 2015).
These technologies offer improved tissue integration for chronic study of neural activity because they are formed from ultrasmall, soft, and flexible materials. However, each technique has limited scalability. Connecting more than a few tens of electrodes to the same electronic readout has yet to be demonstrated. Also, there will be greater tissue displacement and damage as the number of electrodes inserted together increases and techniques have not been developed to decrease electrode sizes further and enable them to insert into tissue.
2 Concept

2.1 Thesis Aims

New approaches are needed to simultaneously record with high temporal resolution from more neurons than the tens to hundreds of cells that are typically recorded with silicon probes. Extracellular recording allows the recording of fast spiking activity of individual neurons and has a higher temporal resolution than optical methods. Additionally, extracellular arrays can reach deep brain structures and their geometry can be designed for the specific brain area of interest.

Building on previous experience with nanoscopic intracellular (Angle and Schaefer, 2012) and extracellular probes (Angle and Schaefer, unpublished), the combined use of glass ensheathed gold microwire bundles with a high speed, low input capacitance Readout Integrated Circuit (ROIC) chip readout is proposed as an in vivo extracellular recording technology. It is difficult to record subtle changes in extracellular potentials at these electrode surface dimensions, so a low impedance electrochemically deposited iridium oxide film will be employed. The major advantage of this design over existing extracellular techniques is its scalability. Recordings could be made with adequate temporal resolution from an entire chip consisting of hundreds of thousands of potential amplifiers. Additionally, commercial infrared camera electronics will continue to develop independently of this technology, providing the opportunity to record with even more pixels at higher speeds. Due to my lab’s wealth of experience with the olfactory system, the target for pilot in vivo experiments was the mouse olfactory bulb (OB) (Fukunaga et al., 2012; Kollo et al., 2014).

2.2 Advancing readout electronics

Whilst much progress has been made in electrode design, amplifiers and interfaces to record from such electrodes have also needed to advance. The usage of novel electronics for an electrophysiology setting was required to achieve higher density recording of neurons in vitro. Complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) chips, classically used in digital imaging devices, are fabricated in standardized processes and contain dense arrays of thousands of recording sites which can sample in the kilohertz range (Obien et al., 2015). CMOS readouts have been used to measure extracellular activity (Bakkum et al., 2013; Eversmann et al., 2003) and to stimulate in cultured neurons (Lei et al., 2011), in brain slices (Frey et al., 2009; Ferrea et al., 2012), and in whole retinas (Fiscella et al., 2012; Maccione et al., 2014). CMOS chips have also been adapted to novel electrode architectures including micro-nails (Huys et al., 2012) and nanowires for intracellular recordings (Robinson et al., 2013; Abbott et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2017). CMOS fabrication processes
have also been used to develop planar probes to record extracellularly in vivo (Ruther and Paul, 2015; Malerba et al., 2016). A disadvantage of such high density probes is that the conducting lines can capacitively couple to create significant crosstalk between channels (Lopez et al., 2014).

For an even larger number of recording sites, a ROIC imaging chip with 81,920 pixels was used to record extracellular activity from a retinal section in vitro (Johnson et al., 2012). Johnson et al. recorded at multiple sampling rates from selectable regions of a ROIC chip directly bonded to a microwire glass array to acquire extracellular traces with similar waveforms and signal to noise as compared to traditional amplifiers.

ROIC chips are traditionally used in infrared cameras and are composed of a readout array fabricated in silicon with an array of indium bump pixels. The pixels are bonded to a photosensitive layer to convert light from a photodetector to an amplified voltage (Fig. 2.1). Capacitive feedback transimpedance amplifiers (aka current to voltage converters) are connected to each pixel and perform the voltage amplification. The detector array of these cameras are very dense and the readout electronics record at high frequencies (>10 kHz) to support the performance needs of infrared imaging (Hsieh et al., 1997). ROICs are available commercially in a variety of array sizes and sampling rates from such imaging companies as Ratheon, Selex, FLIR, and Xenics. It is difficult to compare the exact specifications (sampling rate, noise, etc.) of the chips from different infrared camera models as this information is not publically available. Due to the fabrication complexity of the ROIC electronics and its specific industrial market, they are generally more costly than CMOS chips.

![Figure 2.1: Readout Integrated Circuits. Schematic of a photosensitive layer bonding to the indium bumps of a ROIC interface (Rider et al., 2011)(left). Commonly used orientation of a capacitive feedback transimpedance amplifier ($V_{IGA}$ voltage of indium gallium arsenide pixel, $V_{ref}$ voltage reference, $C_{fb}$ feedback capacitor) (Neys et al., 2008)(right).](image)
The transimpedance amplifiers in these arrays have very similar properties to the amplifiers in extracellular recording headstages and thus the ROIC readout without a photosensitive layer can be considered an array of extracellular amplifiers. The major advantage of a ROIC readout over standard commercial recording systems is its scalability. The tens to hundreds of thousands of additional channels (pixels which can perform amplification) allow the potential for higher channel counts than any other current technology permits. This is achieved while sampling at a rate equal to or greater than commercial extracellular recording systems.

2.3 Glass ensheathed microwires as electrodes

For high density extracellular recording, electrodes need to have very small recording surfaces and be well insulated from each other. Larger diameter electrodes are unable to record from individual neurons and cause more damage to brain tissue during insertion. If the electrodes are not insulated there will be signal loss due to stray capacitance and unwanted crosstalk between adjacent electrodes. To this end continuously conductive glass ensheathed microwires can be manufactured commercially through the Taylor-Ulitovsky method (Donald, 1987). Microwires are formed by casting metal into glass tubes and pulling both materials together while inductively heating at a temperature near the melting point of the glass. Extruding a glass-insulated metal wire in this way can reduce the diameter from millimeters to microns while conserving metal to glass diameter ratios. The large outer glass to inner metal diameter ratio gives the microwires thick insulation and low stray capacitance. These wires typically have inner metal cores ranging from 2-12 µm and outer diameters from 25-30 µm and are conductive over hundreds of meters (Badinter et al., 2010, Fig. 2.2).
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Figure 2.2: Glass ensheathed gold microwire fabrication. Continuously conductive glass ensheathed gold microwires are formed on a drawing tower by heating gold cast in a glass tube and pulling it with a motor (left). A single microwire thread hundreds of meters long is wrapped onto a spool (right). A false colored SEM micrograph shows the wire cross section.

Metal in glass wires have also been formed from a similar method, lithography assisted fiber drawing, which has the advantage of using lithographic techniques to deposit conductive cores from a variety of metals before drawing the wire to submicron core diameters (Gholipour et al., 2016). Hundreds to tens of thousands of microwires could be grouped into a bundle and pulled while heating to reduce its dimensions further and form a dense array (Badinter et al., 2010).

These glass ensheathed metal microwires have the properties of an ideal extracellular electrode. The microwires are available in a variety of inner metal to outer glass diameter ratios and can bend without breaking conductivity but are rigid enough to be inserted into brain tissue without a shuttle. They also have very low stray capacitance because glass is a good electrical insulator. Microwires could be formed into bundles of many wires with recording surfaces optimized for inserting into tissue and recording extracellular signals.
2.4 Design challenges

The main goal of this project is to develop a system to record neurons in vivo which has the potential to record from more neurons simultaneously than current technology permits. Bundle electrodes also have the potential to record from a larger tissue volume with an arbitrary distribution of recording sites. The scalability of the readout and electrodes provides a platform to compete with other large scale recording techniques. This thesis describes the methods and developments made toward the achievement of this goal by describing the journey to proof of principle experiments in vivo.

There are a number of challenges that need to be overcome before in vivo recordings can be performed. Bundle electrodes must be developed which can connect to the chip of the ROIC. These electrodes are required to insert into brain tissue while maintaining connectivity to individual indium bumps. The electrodes must also be electrochemically modified in order to lower the electrode impedance and increase the contact surface area. These and other challenges will be addressed by creating custom protocols to reproducibly fabricate electrode bundles (see 4.1).

Simultaneous to this, methods for connecting electrodes to the camera chip will be developed. These methods must electrically connect individual wires of a bundle to the indium bumps of the ROIC. The indium bumps are malleable and will need to be connected through the application of pressure. The density of the pixel array (pixel pitch can be <20 µm) also creates the risk that electrodes interconnect pixels to each other. Novel electrode designs and connection strategies must be devised to overcome these challenges (see 4.2). The design goals are to maximize the connectivity rate to the chip and to maintain the connection over the course of experiments without damaging the indium bumps.

To ensure that the system can record neural activity, the individual components of the system must be characterized. Experiments must be devised to measure the response of the readout to controlled voltage waveforms and to measure the electrical properties of electrodes (surface impedance, stray capacitance, etc.). The ultimate goal of these characterization experiments is to assess electrode connectivity and signal responses in an electrolyte bath stimulated with voltage waveforms as an in vitro model neural activity. These challenging measurements will be performed with custom equipment and novel experimental designs (see 4.3).

After overcoming the previous design challenges, the system can be used to measure neural activity in anaesthetized mice to demonstrate the performance of the system in vivo (see 4.4). Recorded waveforms (filtered to LFP and action potential bandwidths) will be analyzed and the recorded traces from the system will be compared with standard recording techniques (commercial amplifier with a compatible silicon probe). To confirm the biological nature of the recordings, the system can be tested in a behavioral paradigm, specifically the response to odor presentation in the olfactory bulb. Another challenge is to
assess the damage and insertion pattern of bundle electrodes with histology and imaging. The final goals in development are to increase the scale of recording density and to modify the bundles to ensure they separate in tissue.

There are trade-offs to consider with some important aspects of the design. The diameter ratio of inner conductive core to outer insulating glass of bundle electrodes is flexible. Larger electrode surfaces generally have lower impedances and record action potentials with higher signal to noise. However, they are more likely to record the overlapping activity of multiple neurons and displace larger tissue volumes during insertion. Also, the more wires that are fabricated into a bundle, the greater potential number of channels and tissue volume to record from, but the greater fabrication complexity and tissue damage caused. These and other design parameters will be balanced in the development of this extracellular recording technology.
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3 Materials and methods

This section describes the technical details of methods required to perform all experiments and the subsections are ordered as they are written in subsequent results chapters.

Electrode fabrication (4.1)

ELIRI, S.A. was chosen as the supplier for glass ensheathed microwires due to their their ability to demonstrate wire conductivity over hundreds of meters and publications featuring wire bundle pulling. The materials used for the bundle electrode fabrication protocol are discussed in detail in section 4.1. The custom polishing tools were the final product of many versions prototyped with support engineers. The electrodeposition of iridium oxide was based on published formulations and advice from Dr. Stuart Cogan and adapted to bundle electrodes. Chemical solutions were provided by onsite scientific support staff.

Electrode to chip connection (4.2)

After researching the ROICs from a variety of infrared imaging chips, the Cheetah 640CL was chosen from Xenics due to its industry leading sampling rate of the chip at full frame resolution. Xenics was also willing to sell a Cheetah with the photodetector layer left out of the fabrication process and while keeping the package surrounding the chip accessible. The three armed electrode alignment setup (4.7) was constructed with micromanipulators used for *in vitro* electrophysiology rigs and designed with mechanical engineers. The strain gauge system which allowed for force feedback was a standalone circuit from RS and was modified to fit the three armed setup with the help of support engineers. Interconnect foils for reversible connection to the chip were purchased from Shin-Etsu as they were available in a variety of grid sizes and pitches which were similar to the pitch of the Cheetah camera and left no residue when pressed against the chip.

Electronic characterization (4.3)

The VSP-300 potentiostat was procured in order to perform sensitive electrochemistry on up to 6 channels simultaneously. The Ghost Lifter was developed to manipulate the voltage of the system around the electrode (Ringer’s solution *in vitro* or an anaesthetized mouse *in vivo*) and was also used to stimulate individual camera pixels. The device was designed to perform these tasks while introducing the lowest possible noise, hence the name “ghost”. The LCR device had been previously used in the lab to measure the stray capacitance of nanoelectrodes and was selected again to measure the capacitance of glass ensheathed microwire.
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**In vivo recordings (4.4)**

Animal preparation procedures were based on surgery and anaesthesia techniques used for *in vivo* electrophysiology in the lab. The Tucker Davis recording system was provided by Dr. Ede Rancz and juxtacellular ulta-low impedance electrodes (jULIEs) were developed to integrate with the amplifier’s headstage (discussed in section 4.1.4). The olfactometer was previously developed in the lab for odor discrimination tasks in awake mice and modified for usage with the camera setup. Histological and imaging protocols were established with onsite Scientific Technology Platforms.
### 3.1 Equipment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Brand</th>
<th>Country</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>175 Multimeter</td>
<td>Fluke</td>
<td>USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 mm strain gauge</td>
<td>RS</td>
<td>UK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2245 Mini hot vac desiccator</td>
<td>Ted Pella, Inc.</td>
<td>USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>852-AA+ hot air rework station</td>
<td>C.I.F.</td>
<td>France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A16 Silicon probe</td>
<td>NeuroNexus</td>
<td>USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheetah 640 CL camera</td>
<td>Xenics</td>
<td>Belgium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CompactStat potentiostat</td>
<td>Ivium Technologies</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core DVR system</td>
<td>IO Industries</td>
<td>Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissection light microscope</td>
<td>Leica</td>
<td>Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heating pad</td>
<td>FST</td>
<td>USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interconnect foil</td>
<td>Shin-Etsu</td>
<td>Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCR-821</td>
<td>GW Instek</td>
<td>Taiwan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MaiTai Deep See laser</td>
<td>Spectra Physics</td>
<td>USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manual sputter coater</td>
<td>Agar Scientific Ltd</td>
<td>UK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MetaServ 250 polisher with Vector head</td>
<td>Buehler</td>
<td>USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microm HM650V vibration microtome</td>
<td>Thermo Scientific</td>
<td>USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mini 25 micromanipulator</td>
<td>Luigs &amp; Neumann</td>
<td>Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micromanipulator</td>
<td>Scientifica</td>
<td>UK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optima 1100 winding machine</td>
<td>Synthesis</td>
<td>India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phenom Pro SEM</td>
<td>Phenom-World</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power 1401 DAQ</td>
<td>CED</td>
<td>UK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PZ2 Preamp with RA16AC Headstage</td>
<td>Tucker-Davis Technologies</td>
<td>USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raspberry Pi Model-B with Camera V2</td>
<td>Raspberry Pi</td>
<td>UK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RH basic 2 hot plate</td>
<td>IKA</td>
<td>Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RZ2 BioAmp processor</td>
<td>Tucker-Davis Technologies</td>
<td>USA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equipment</th>
<th>Manufacturer</th>
<th>Country</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SM7 control box</td>
<td>Luigs &amp; Neumann</td>
<td>Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP5 confocal microscope</td>
<td>Leica</td>
<td>Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiphoton VivoScope</td>
<td>Scientifica</td>
<td>UK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USB-6218 DAQ</td>
<td>National Instruments</td>
<td>USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V7412 PCB strain gauge amplifier</td>
<td>RS</td>
<td>UK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VSP 300 potentiostat</td>
<td>Bio-Logic</td>
<td>France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water immersion objective</td>
<td>Nikon</td>
<td>Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xradia 510 Versa X-ray microscope</td>
<td>Zeiss</td>
<td>Germany</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 3.2 Chemicals and metals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical/Component</th>
<th>Supplier/Manufacturer</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ag</td>
<td>AgCl</td>
<td>KCl/3.5M REF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon nanopowder</td>
<td>Aldrich</td>
<td>USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conductive silver epoxy</td>
<td>Chemtronics</td>
<td>USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper wire (100µm)</td>
<td>Alfa Aesar</td>
<td>USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystalbond 509</td>
<td>Agar</td>
<td>USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystalbond 509-S Stripper</td>
<td>Agar</td>
<td>USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAPI</td>
<td>Sigma</td>
<td>USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evans Blue</td>
<td>Sigma</td>
<td>USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gold wire (12.7 µm)</td>
<td>Alfa Aesar</td>
<td>USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indium</td>
<td>Aldrich</td>
<td>USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iridium (IV) chloride hydrate</td>
<td>Sigma-Aldrich</td>
<td>USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isoamyl acetate</td>
<td>Aldrich</td>
<td>USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mineral oil</td>
<td>Sigma</td>
<td>USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxalic acid dihydrate</td>
<td>Sigma-Aldrich</td>
<td>USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paladur dental cement</td>
<td>Heraeus Kulzer GmbH</td>
<td>Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platinum rod 0.5 mm counter electrode</td>
<td>Goodfellow</td>
<td>UK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potassium carbonate</td>
<td>Sigma-Aldrich</td>
<td>USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potassium dicyanoaruate</td>
<td>Sigma</td>
<td>USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schnellfest 2 part epoxy resin</td>
<td>UHU</td>
<td>Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP-DiO</td>
<td>Invitrogen</td>
<td>USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulforhodamine 101</td>
<td>Sigma-Aldrich</td>
<td>USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tin</td>
<td>Aldrich</td>
<td>USA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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3.3 Solutions and buffers

Ringer’s solution used during in vitro experiments was composed of 135 mM NaCl, 5.4 mM KCl, 5 mM HEPES, 1 mM MgCl₂, 1.8 mM CaCl₂, pH 7.2, and 285 mOsm kg⁻¹. Phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) was composed of 182.5 mM NaCl, 3.4 mM KCl, 10.1 mM Na₂PO₄, and 1.8 mM KH₂PO₄ at pH 7.3.

3.4 Glass ensheathed microwires

Glass ensheathed gold microwires (ELIRI, S.A., Moldova) were provided as continuous threads of various lengths (50-500 m) on individual spools. Each spool had a distinct inner and outer diameter and % error.

3.5 Microwire polishing tools

Microwires were polished with custom manufactured aluminum holders (Fig. 3.1). These were designed to support embedded electrodes while attached to the Vector Head of a MetaServ 250 polisher. Inventor software was used to create the 3D designs.

Figure 3.1: Custom polishing holders. Side and top views of flat and angle polishing holders fabricated from aluminum.
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3.6 Preparation of iridium chloride electrolyte bath

The electrolyte bath for the electrodeposition of Iridium Oxide (IrOx) was based on a formulation reported by Meyer et al. 2001 and contained 10 gL$^{-1}$ iridium (IV) chloride hydrate (99.9%, trace metal basis), 25.3 gL$^{-1}$ oxalic acid dihydrate (reagent grade), and 13.32 gL$^{-1}$ potassium carbonate (99.0%, BioXtra). Reagents were added sequentially to 50% of the solvent’s volume first by dissolving IrCl$_4$ in the presence of oxalic acid followed by the addition of K$_2$CO$_3$ over a 16 hour period until a pH=12 was reached. The electrolyte was aged approximately 20 days at room temperature in normal light conditions until the solution reached a dark blue color.

3.7 Preparation of galinstan

Galinstan is a eutectic alloy that is liquid at room temperature and readily wets glass. Galinstan was prepared by mixing 70/20/10 by mass gallium/indium/tin in a covered ceramic crucible and heating on a hotplate at 125°C until the alloy became liquid.

3.8 Camera specifications

Recordings were performed with a Cheetah 640 CL infrared camera (Fig. 3.2). The photosensitive layer was omitted by the manufacturer, so the indium bumps at each pixel of the camera chip could be directly accessed. The ~10 µm pixels have a pitch of 20 µm in a 640x512 array. In the Cheetah CL camera, the input impedance of each amplifier is ~66 MOhm. The camera has a high and low gain mode. In the high gain mode used during recordings the feedback capacitance is 6.73 fF, sensitivity is 22.8 µV/electron, and the saturating charge is 75000 electrons with 192 electrons of noise (Neys et al., 2008). The reference voltage for the camera (virtual ground of the transimpedance amplifier of every pixel) was about 2.3 V. Other default adjustable camera settings are the 148 nA bias current and 50 µs integration time. The camera operated in integrate while read mode where the frame is integrated while the previous frame is readout through the camera link ports. Depending on the selected window of pixels, recordings took place at 1.7 kHz (full frame) to 200 kHz (smallest frame). The resolution of the camera’s analog to digital converter is 14 bit. A Core DVR System was used to record data at up to 2 GB/s.
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![Cheetah Camera design](image)

3.9 Camera stimulation

A 12.7 µm uninsulated gold wire was used to contact individual pixels for single pixel recordings. For these experiments, an optically isolated, low noise voltage source called the Ghost Lifter (Fig. 3.3) was developed to move the pixel within saturation limits of the amplifier by raising its voltage ~2.3 V above ground, then using fine voltage control, and then applying voltage waveforms. These functions were performed while adding minimal additional noise (hence “ghost”). The Ghost Lifter connected to one end of the wire through a soldered gold pin and the other freed end of the wire was pressed against the chip under the control of micromanipulators.

For *in vitro* stimulation experiments, a bundle electrode was connected to the chip via a freed wire connection (see 4.2.2), the camera was inverted, and a bath of Ringer’s solution was raised until the tissue end of the electrode was immersed. The Ghost Lifter was used to lift the bath to the offset voltage of the circuit through a reference electrode and then apply a 1 mV square pulse or spike waveform.

*Figure 3.2*: Cheetah Camera design. (From upper left to bottom right) The off the shelf camera with a lens, the readout circuit board underneath the lid, the open chip package with the photosensitive layer removed, and a SEM micrograph of individual indium bumps.
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3.10 Capacitance measurement

Resistance and stray capacitance of glass ensheathed microwires were measured with an LCR meter. A 3D printed chamber supported a microwire connected to 2 ports filled with conductive liquid galinstan (see 3.7 for preparation). The resistance across the 7.5 cm wire was measured with both ends of the wire connected to a galinstan port. An external electrode (copper wire) was immersed along with the connected microwire in PBS solution for various lengths measured with calipers and the capacitance at 100 kHz was measured from the external electrode (in grounded solution surrounding the microwire) to one of the galinstan ports.

3.11 Amplifier simulation

A simplified simulation of a single microwire connected to a capacitive feedback transimpedance amplifier (CTIA) was created with Circuitlab software. The operational amplifier open loop gain was 300, the output resistance was $5 \times 10^{30} \ \Omega$, the input resistance was $1 \times 10^{30}$, and the other component values are in Fig. 3.4. The simulated neuron was an ideal voltage source with a 1 kHz sine wave at 1 mV amplitude.
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Figure 3.4: Simulation of microwire connected to a CTIA. The simulated neuron connects to the input of a capacitive feedback transimpedance amplifier across the electrode-electrolyte interface through a coupling resistance and capacitance and the access resistance of the electrode itself. This single electrode also has stray capacitance to ground.

3.12 Animal preparation

C57BL/6 mice aged 4-6 weeks were used in anesthetized recordings. To expose the olfactory bulb (OB), craniotomy surgeries were performed. For surgery, mice were anesthetized using ketamine (100 mg per kg of body weight) and xylazine (20 mg per kg for induction and 10 mg per kg for maintenance) administered intraperitoneally and supplemented as required. Body temperature was kept at 37°C with a feedback regulated heating pad. A custom made steel headplate was fixed to the parietal bone plates with dental cement. A 2x3 mm craniotomy was drilled over cortex. The chamber surrounding the craniotomy was filled with Ringer’s solution to prevent it from drying out. Next a Ag|AgCl reference electrode was placed in the meniscus of Ringer’s solution.

After surgery the anaesthetized mouse was brought directly to the camera setup and kept under anaesthesia with intraperitoneal supplementation of ketamine/xylazine as needed. The mouse was placed on a three axis manipulator mounted platform below the inverted camera setup with its respiration monitored by a piezoelectric sensor and body temperature maintained at 37°C with the same feedback heating pad. Using a small web camera and mirror, the bundle electrode was aligned over the craniotomy. The Ghost Lifter (Fig. 3.3) was connected to a reference electrode in the meniscus over the brain and the potential of the mouse brain was lifted to the reference voltage of the camera. Wire connectivity and noise were roughly assessed in the meniscus before insertion. For juxtacellular ultralow impedance electrode (jULIE) recordings, the jULIE was connected to an amplifier headstage mounted perpendicularly to the mouse platform. The control pad for the micromanipulator was used to steadily insert the electrode aligned over the craniotomy. All
animal experiments were performed in accordance with the UK Home Office and Scientific Procedures Act.

### 3.13 Odor presentation

During anaesthetized recording, odor was presented with a custom airflow dilution olfactometer with valves controlled by a Raspberry Pi. Isoamyl acetate was presented with an inter-trial interval of 7 seconds. The olfactometer was washed by a strong stream of clean air between odor trials, while constant air flow to the animal was established by a final valve at the odor port to achieve a reproducible stimulus shape with minimal contamination.

### 3.14 Histology

After the craniotomy was performed, 0.2ml of 0.5% Evans Blue was injected intravenously into the tail vein. Insertion of the bundle electrode occurred within 30 minutes of the tail vein injection. Prior to the bundle insertion, the wires were dipped into SP-DiO, and allowed to dry. The bundle electrode was inserted 100 μm into somatosensory cortex. Immediately after the wire bundle was removed the mouse was perfused with ice cold 4% Paraformaldehyde (PFA), the brain was harvested and stored in 4% PFA overnight.

Using a vibratome, the brain was sliced into 100 μm horizontal sections. These sections were stored in 1x PBS during slicing. The slices were stained with DAPI using a 1:1000 DAPI:PBS wash for 10 minutes and were then transferred to fresh 1x PBS. Slices were mounted and coverslips were sealed. Imaging was completed on a confocal microscope.

For two-photon imaging of wire insertion, mice were anaesthetized using a mixture of Fentanyl/Midazolam/Medetomidine (0.05 mg per kg / 5 mg per kg / 0.5 mg per kg) and the skull overlaying the olfactory bulb was thinned using a dental drill and removed with forceps, and the dura was peeled back using fine forceps. Body temperature was maintained at 37 °C throughout the experiment using a feedback regulated heating pad. Sulforhodamine 101 (100 μM final concentration) was injected intraperitoneally to label blood vessels. Animals were then moved to a two-photon microscope coupled with a laser tuned to 940 nm (~50 mW average power on the sample) for imaging. Images (512 x 512 pixels) were acquired with a resonant scanner at a frame rate of 30 Hz using a 16x 0.8 NA water-immersion objective. For in vivo z stack imaging, images were taken at a resolution of 512 x 512 pixels with 2 μm intervals. Wires were coated in DiO before insertion into the dorsal olfactory bulb using a micro manipulator. Images were analyzed post hoc using ImageJ software.
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3.15 Micro-CT Imaging

After the craniotomy, a bundle was inserted into the brain with a micromanipulator. The mouse was then perfused with ice cold 4% PFA. The mouse was then decapitated and the whole head was glued with 2 part epoxy to the microscope specimen holder. The whole head was imaged with an X-ray microscope at 30kV (50.5 um pixels, 40 minute scan) and then the region of interest at the tissue end of the inserted bundle in higher resolution (3.98 um pixels, 10 hour scan). Imaris software was used to extract the features (bundle, skull and jaw bone, and the soft tissue) and color them.

3.16 Software

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Software</th>
<th>Version</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Circuitlab</td>
<td>Circuitlab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excel</td>
<td>Microsoft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illustrator</td>
<td>Adobe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ImageJ</td>
<td>Bethesda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imaris</td>
<td>Bitplane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inventor</td>
<td>Autodesk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labview</td>
<td>National Instruments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LyX</td>
<td>The LyX Team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MATLAB</td>
<td>Mathworks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mendeley Desktop</td>
<td>Mendeley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Origin</td>
<td>OriginLab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spike2</td>
<td>CED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word</td>
<td>Microsoft</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4 Results

These results will be discussed in the following chapters:

4.1 The challenges and design of bundle electrode and jULIE fabrication

4.2 The methods developed to connect bundle electrodes to the camera readout

4.3 Characterization of the bundle electrode’s electrical properties and the readout’s response to direct stimulation from a single wire and simulated neural activity applied to electrodes in a bath

4.4 The in vivo performance of jULIEs and bundle electrodes, an experiment where the camera readout records the response of an olfactory bulb neuron to odor presentation in an anaesthetized mouse, and imaging of the tissue damage caused by bundle electrodes
4. RESULTS

4.1 Electrode fabrication

4.1.1 Fabrication challenges

The electrode design is based on bundles of glass ensheathed gold microwires that are modified to connect to a camera chip readout and to insert into brain tissue. The main challenges with fabricating these scalable electrodes are to have smooth wire surfaces as an electrodeposition substrate, to electrically connect to the bundles to allow electrochemical functionalization, to seal the bundles to prevent liquid traveling from the electrolyte to the electronics, to modify the wires to ease tissue penetration, and to ensure that the wires separate from each other. These electrodes should be fabricated in groups in order to increase manufacturing throughput.

4.1.2 Bundle electrode fabrication development

During the development of the bundle electrode fabrication protocol, numerous strategies were attempted in order to overcome the fabrication challenges and reach a final protocol.

Polishing microwire surfaces

Electrode surfaces are generally polished or etched in order to create a reproducible substrate. Initial tests to hand polish bundles of a few tens of embedded microwires with fiber optic polishing paper was fairly reproducible but was low throughput, required minutes to polish each electrode, and was victim to the instability of the human grip. A light microscopy target surfacing system could polish electrode surfaces more quickly but it could only modify one electrode at a time and it was difficult to obtain a micron scale surface finish. Ion beam polishing was attempted as a method to polish bundles without the need for embedding. However, it took tens of hours to mill through an entire bundle and after polishing, conductive residue remained on the surface of the outer glass which effectively increased the electrode surface area in an uncontrolled manner. Surface etching had the difficulty of maintaining a flat or controlled metal surface when scaled up to wire bundles. Automated polishing machines for geological surface processing were tested and allowed for smooth wire cores on the micron scale.

To polish bundle electrodes the embedding material surrounding the bundle electrodes needed to be hard enough to polish, not change volume as it solidified, and to dissolve without damaging the microwires or support tubes. A variety of embedding materials were used that were too difficult to completely remove (dental cement, cyanoacrylate) even with potent organic solvents. Any residue present after solvent attack could cause wires to adhere to each other and created the risk of obscuring the recording sites. Other embedding materials were not hard enough for polishing (frozen wax, ice) or significantly changed volume as they hardened (nail polish, cyanoacrylate, Crystalbond diluted with
solvents to increase viscosity). Hard dissolvable polymers exist but these are generally solidified with high pressure injection molds. Any type of mold requiring applied pressure would misalign wires and potentially break the insulating outer glass. Crystalbond 509 was the best suited removable embedding material for bundle electrodes that I tested as it is viscous in its molten state and is readily removed with a matched solvent or acetone.

**Electrically connecting bundles**

The bundle electrodes needed to be electrically contacted in order to electrochemically modify the polished surfaces of individual wires. It proved simplest to try and connect all wires together and modify all wire surfaces at once. Silver epoxy is often used to connect circuit components without soldering. For electrically connecting bundles, direct application of silver epoxy had low connectivity rates because of its relatively large feature size. The liquid metal galinstan is able to electrically connect individual wires, but was unable to wet more than a few tens of electrodes at once. This led to experimenting with embedding and polishing to expose the cores of the microwires and then coating all of the cores with a thin layer of metal via sputtering. With all of the cores shorted together with low resistance, the sputtered surface created a large contact for electrical connection.

**Sealing bundles**

Due to capillary action, liquid travels easily through the gaps between wires in a bundle electrode. At some point along its length the gaps must be sealed so that liquid does not damage the readout electronics. Paladur dental cement completely surrounds microwires during embedding but when a thin band around the center of the bundle electrode was exposed to solvent (to remove embedding after polishing), the integrity of the seal was lost. Cyanoacrylate could seal bundles but spread uncontrollably along the length of the bundle during application which led to the risk of permanently sealing either end of the electrode. 2 part epoxy could be applied in a controlled manner at a specific point on the bundle electrode, solidified in minutes at room temperature, and resisted most solvents.

**Tissue penetration**

The end of the bundle to be inserted into brain tissue needed to be prepared to minimize tissue damage and to ensure wires separate from each other. If microwires remain adhered to each other they will not spread apart to record from a larger population of neurons and will potentially cause a greater foreign body response. The glass ensheathed microwires are flexible and their stiffness during insertion will depend on their freed length and how tightly they are packed. The polishing angle of the tissue end was modified in order to minimize the area of contact of each wire during initial tissue penetration. Novel bundle arrangements were prototyped (twisting the bundles, splitting the end into multiple sub-bundles) but these formations over-complicated the time consuming fabrication protocol.
Final Protocol

The final fabrication protocol (displayed in Fig. 4.1) used the following techniques to meet the requirements of fabrication. To expose the gold cores of wires and to give them a smooth morphology, a semi-automated polisher was used to polish the bundles after they were embedded. There are two electrodeposition steps in the fabrication procedure: the first to deposit gold bumps on the chip end of the electrodes to increase the contact surface area of each microwire, and the second to deposit the low impedance thin film iridium oxide (IrOx) on the tissue end of the electrode. To electrically connect to the tissue end while electrodepositing gold on the chip end, the wires were embedded in dental cement and polished, sputtered with gold to electrically short the wires together, and the sputter was contacted to a macroscopic wire with silver epoxy. To electrically connect to the chip end while electrodepositing IrOx on the tissue end, the already deposited gold bumps were pressed into a reversible carbon paste connector. To seal the bundle electrodes, 2 part epoxy was applied to the bundle before embedding. In tests salt solution could not travel through bundles sealed in this way. To improve the ability of the microwires to insert into tissue the bundles were angle polished to 30° creating a needle like shape. To ensure the wires separate from each other after embedding in Crystalbond 509 (CB), the embedding was removed overnight with a matched solvent solution (CB 509 stripper).
4.1.3 Bundle electrode fabrication

Bundle electrode fabrication was performed in these sequential steps (see simplified schematic in Fig. 4.1):

1. Bundles were created by wrapping microwire from spools with a modified winding machine, tying them together with 100 µm copper wire, and cutting with a razor so that there were 4 bundles, each with a total length of ~5 cm.

2. The bundle electrodes were then sealed by applying 2 part epoxy resin on both sides of the bundle with a cuvette stirrer creating a ~5 mm band 1.5 cm from the chip end. The seal was allowed to harden for 10 minutes.

3. CB 509 polymer was heated to 126°C in a metal crucible within a hot plate desiccator and then pumped to 0.9 bar for 10 minutes to remove bubbles from the molten CB. The chip end of each electrode was dipped in molten CB 20 times, removed from the crucible, and hung up for a few minutes to harden. The bundles were centered within a polypropylene tube (2 mL syringe) and the chip end was back filled with molten CB by pouring from a ladle to fuse it within the tube.

4. The chip end was polished flat by fixing the supporting tube in a custom polishing holder (see 3.1). This holder was designed to fit the pneumatically powered head of the polishing machine and could support up to 4 electrodes simultaneously. The electrodes were first balanced manually, semi-automatically polished at 18 µm grit, then re-aligned and polished on 5 and 0.5 µm grit slurries. The electrode face was then washed with distilled water and inspected with a dissection microscope.
5. The tissue end was embedded in dental cement by filling the end of another polypropylene tube supported in a mold with freshly mixed liquid. The cement was allowed 10 minutes to harden.

6. The cement embedded tissue end was flat polished with the same procedure as step 4.

7. The embedded polished wires at the tissue end were electrically connected by sputtering gold for 170 seconds. Next an insulated macroscopic wire was connected to the sputtered surface with conductive silver epoxy which was allowed to harden overnight. The silver epoxy was then coated with 2 part epoxy to insulate and mechanically support the macroscopic wire.

8. Gold bumps were electrodeposited on the chip end to increase the contact surface area of each wire (see 4.1.6).

9. ~1 cm of the tissue end was cut off with a hot scalpel blade. The tissue end was embedded in CB (as in step 3), but was supported in a polypropylene tube cut at a 30° angle.

10. The tissue end was polished again (as in step 4), but with a custom polishing holder which held electrodes at a 30° angle (see 3.1).

11. The tissue end was freed from its CB embedding by removing the CB with a solvent stripper. Near complete removal of CB residue was achieved after immersing in 150 mL of stirred stripper for at least 16 hours with the stripper replaced at 3 different intervals. The freed end was then washed in distilled water. The final freed and separated angle polished wires can be seen in Fig. 4.2.

12. Iridium oxide (IrOx) was electrodeposited on the tissue end (see 4.1.6). To electrically connect to the chip end, the embedded gold bumps were pressed into a tightly fitting connector filled with a paste of carbon powder and mineral oil. This created a reversible connection with contact resistance of 100s of \( \Omega \) per wire.

13. The chip end was freed from its CB embedding and the carbon paste was washed off with CB stripper as in step 11.

14. The double functionalized electrode bundle freed from embedding was then mounted to a flat length of polystyrene (end of cuvette stirrer) with 2 part epoxy. ~5 mm of the tissue end was left freed on both sides of the bundle electrode. The freed length on the tissue end determined the maximum insertion depth. The polystyrene shank was then mounted with 2 part epoxy to to a polyether ether ketone (PEEK) plastic holder fit for the camera alignment setup.
This procedure produced electrodes for free wire connection method (see 4.2.2). For the connection method of applying force against an interconnect foil (see 4.2.1), the chip end was embedded within the PEEK holder by filling a custom polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) mold with dental cement.
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**Figure 4.2:** Freed angle polished microwires. (A) The 30° angle polished surface of a single wire. (B) Electrodeposited gold bump on the polished gold surface. (C) Front and side view of polished wires. (D) Group of freed angle polished wires within a bundle after removal of CB embedding.

### 4.1.4 jULIE electrode development

We modified the design of bundle electrodes to allow for reversible connection to a standard amplifier headstage and for controlled electrochemical functionalization. A Mill-Max connector for a headstage formed the basis of a 16 channel probe. Glass ensheathed microwires were most reliably electrically contacted by breaking them into pools of liquid galinstan. This method was used to connect each microwire to an individual pin (channel) in the Mill-Max connector. 2 part epoxy was applied over the top of the Mill-Max connector to mechanically support these connections and to insulate the wires. The tissue end of these electrodes consisted of a polystyrene shank which supported the 16 epoxied wires with the freed length of the wires protruding beyond the edge of the shank. We referred to these as Juxtacellular Ultra-low Impedance Electrodes (jULIEs).

### 4.1.5 jULIE electrode fabrication

jULIEs had a standardized fabrication procedure as follows:

1. Bundles of a few hundred microwires 5 cm in length were CB embedded in a polypropylene tube cut to 30° angle, angle polished with a custom polishing head,
and freed from their embedding in CB stripper (as in step 10 and 11 in bundle electrode fabrication).

2. A polystyrene shank was attached to an 18 pin Mill-Max connector and 16 pins were filled with galinstan using a needle (the remaining 2 channels are for a reference electrode connection).

3. 16 angle polished microwires were chosen, formed into a bundle, and held against the polystyrene shank. The individual unpolished ends were bent into the drop of galinstan in each pin under a dissection microscope with tweezers. While immersed in galinstan, the end of the microwire was broken with a needle to ensure the core was wetted.

4. The freed length of the angle polished bundle over the polystyrene (necessary to reach the target brain region) was measured and the wires and 16 pins were insulated with 2 part epoxy (see Fig. 4.3).

5. After drying for at least 20 minutes the freed wires were immersed in PBS and connected to a potentiostat as the working electrode in a 3 electrode cell to assess connectivity of individual channels and measure the impedance at 1 kHz.

6. The jULIE was immersed in electrolyte and connected to a potentiostat for electrodeposition of gold on all channels (see gold bumps in Fig. 4.2B), then immersed in PBS to measure impedance of each individual channel, then in electrolyte for a second electrodeposition of IrOx on all channels (see 4.1.6), and a final impedance measurement of each channel in PBS.

![Figure 4.3: Fabricated jULIEs. Completed 16 channel jULIEs with 5 and 10 mm freed length.](image-url)
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4.1.6 Electrodeposition

By immersing the exposed metal core of gold microwires in electrolyte solution and applying voltage, a redox reaction can be performed which causes the formation of a thin film on the conductive surface. Electrodeposition of gold was performed to increase the surface area of the electrical contact on the chip end of bundle electrodes. Hemispherical gold bumps were electrodeposited onto polished bundles from an electrolyte bath containing \(10 \text{gL}^{-1}\) \(\text{KAu(CN)}_2\) (99%) based on a formulation reported by Elias et al., 2012. The three electrode cell setup comprised of a bundle electrode as the working electrode (WE), a platinum rod as the counter electrode, and a Ag|AgCl reference electrode (REF). A potentiostat (Ivium) was used to perform a potentiostatic deposition protocol (-1 V vs REF for 25 s) in a stirred solution heated to 60 °C in a chemical hood. After deposition, the bumps were washed with distilled water and visually inspected under a dissection light microscope. See the morphology of a gold bump imaged with SEM in Fig. 4.5B.

The second usage of electrodeposition was to decrease the impedance of the recording sites at the tissue end of the electrode. A multichannel potentiostat (Bio-Logic) was used for the electrodeposition of IrOx, with an identical 3 electrode cell immersed in an iridium chloride electrolyte bath (see 3.6 for electrolyte preparation). The IrOx electrodeposition protocol consists of two stages: CV and pulsed potentiostatic. Between the two stages, the WE is kept at the open circuit voltage of the 3 electrode system for 180 s to allow Ir\(^{+4}\) concentration to equilibrate both in the deposited solid-state film and liquid diffusion layer. During CV deposition the WE potential is swept between -0.5 and 0.6 V vs REF at a rate of 1 Vs\(^{-1}\) (Fig. 4.4); during pulsed potentiostatic deposition the WE potential is pulsed between 0.8 V and 0 V for 1 second 350 times. Obtained deposit morphologies were characterized by SEM. The morphology of electrodeposited IrOx with SEM is shown in Fig. 4.5C.
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Figure 4.4: Electrodeposition of gold and IrOx. Cyclic voltammogram in iridium chloride electrolyte showing redox peaks at up to 50 cycles for a polished embedded bundle of 330 microwires with 6µm core diameter.

Figure 4.5: Morphology of electrodeposits. (A) SEM of bare polished surface of gold microwire. (B) SEM of nanostructured gold on the gold microwire. (C) SEM of IrOx on the electrodeposited gold.

4.1.7 Conclusion

I overcame numerous fabrication challenges in the development of bundle electrodes. With this fabrication protocol, a batch of 4 bundle electrodes could be produced over the course of about 2 days. There is room to improve the standardization and scale of these bundle electrodes (see 5.5). Next strategies were developed to connect bundle electrodes to the camera readout electronics. 16 channel jULIEs were also developed as a smaller scale electrode which could directly connect functionalized microwires to a specific amplifier headstage and off the shelf extracellular recording system.
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4.2 Electrode to chip connection

4.2.1 Anisotropically conductive interconnect foil

Bundle electrodes were connected to the exposed indium bumps of the camera chip to conduct the signal to the camera circuit. The first method to connect to the indium bumps was with an anisotropically conductive silicon interconnect foil. These flexible interconnect foils are designed for the semiconductor industry for reversible connection of circuit components (Yamazaki, 1995). The interconnects are silicon rubber integrated with a grid of gold plated metal wires which allow force dependent low resistance connection (Fig. 4.6A). A 2 mm strain gauge amplified with a PCB circuit connected to a USB DAQ was attached to a steel arm mounted on a micromanipulator to measure calibrated force. When the manipulator pressed the arm down against a scale, it applied perpendicular force which caused the arm and strain gauge to bend. There was a clear linear relationship between the applied force and the output voltage of the strain gauge circuit (Fig. 4.6B). This arm was used to test the pressure required to connect through the interconnect foil by pressing an embedded bundle of 30 polished microwires against the interconnect onto a flat piece of copper while monitoring the resistance from the microwires (electrically connected through gold sputter) to the copper with an ohmmeter. The interconnect allowed the bundles to connect with low resistance in most cases after 0.3 N/mm² of pressure was applied (Fig. 4.6C).
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Figure 4.6: Compression of the interconnect foil. (A) The interconnect foil consists of silicon rubber with a grid of gold plated metal wires. (B) Calibration of strain gauge circuit showing linear output of the strain gauge amplifier in response to force applied against a scale. (C) Raw compression curves of two different 30 wire bundles (red, n=3, blue, n=3) on an interconnect foil measured with the calibrated strain gauge circuit and an ohmmeter.

To connect an electrode to the camera chip, the camera was first moved with manual manipulators under an interconnect foil held with suction from a hot air rework station and then the foil was gently dropped over the desired region of the chip. A three-armed setup mounted to micromanipulators which held the electrode in a magnetically supported platform (Fig. 4.7) was used to align the electrode against the foil while measuring applied force on each arm through the use of custom Labview software. After the electrode was aligned by balancing the force on each arm, the arms moved together in micron steps to apply pressure while the output of the camera and applied force was monitored. Connectivity thus depended on a contact from the exposed gold wire of the electrode to a wire within the foil and a contact from that wire in the foil to an indium bump.
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**Figure 4.7:** Pressure dependent chip connection. A three-armed setup, which moved with micromanipulators and strain gauge force feedback, was used to align the electrode against the interconnect foil on top of the chip and apply the necessary force for connection.

This connection technique places a barrier over the delicate indium bumps, but the applied force can ultimately flatten bumps, interconnect them, or break them off of the underlying metal (Fig. 4.8). The connectivity rate is also hindered by the necessity of an interconnect wire to be connected to both a bundle electrode microwire and an indium bump. The specific size and pitch of the wires in the interconnect foil thus determine the maximum connectivity.

**Figure 4.8:** Damaged indium bumps. Indium bumps on the chip that have been deformed or removed after repeated application of force from an electrode onto an interconnect.
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4.2.2 Freed wire connection

To connect while applying minimal force, an alternate connection technique was developed where un-embedded bundles were directly pressed to the chip. Using the same three-armed setup, the chip end of a bundle could be grossly aligned over the chip and lowered onto the indium bumps causing the individual microwires to buckle under the applied force (Fig. 4.9). The chip end of these electrodes (detailed fabrication in section 4.1.3) were bumped with gold (see 4.1.6) to increase the contact surface area of each wire. Connected pixels were found by sweeping the voltage through pixel saturation limits with the Ghost Lifter (see 3.3) while the tissue end was immersed in the meniscus above the animal’s craniotomy. Extensive connection rate data was not collected, but ~10% of wires in a bundle connected to a pixel and fell within the saturation limits of the connected amplifier. This technique minimized damage to the indium bumps as the pixels remained active after pressing and lifting off the freed wires at the chip end of the electrode.

![Freed wire connection. The chip end of a bundle electrode aligning over the camera chip. The wires are not embedded so they are free to buckle on contact.](image)

4.2.3 Hard interconnect

Another way to protect the malleable indium bumps would be to bond a stronger interconnect to the chip surface which could withstand multiple connections to electrodes. A hard interconnect was designed which could semi-permanently bond to the chip. Thousands of wires were packed into a glass tube and fused together with a custom inductive heater to create an array of embedded gold wires (Fig. 4.10). Pilot attempts were made to cut a section of this fused bundle and polish it. However, it proved extremely difficult to keep both sides of the hard interconnect perfectly parallel while polishing and to perfectly align the interconnect while mounting it to the chip.
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Figure 4.10: Hard Interconnect. SEM of hard interconnect after fusing wires and flat polishing.

4.2.4 Conclusion

A variety of methods were developed to connect electrode bundles to the camera chip readout. An anisotropically conductive interconnect foil could connect embedded bundle electrodes in a pressure dependent matter. When this pressure damaged the indium bumps on the chip surface, a method with less applied force was developed where freed wires with gold bumps to increase their surface area were pressed against the indium bumps. An alternate method was to bond a hard interconnect to the indium bumps once and then reversibly contact bundle electrodes to the face of the interconnect, however these hard interconnects had practical difficulties hindering fabrication. Also, in the future a ROIC chip could be modified to leave out indium altogether and have less malleable contacts (see 5.3). This may significantly increase the connection rate of bundle electrodes to the chip which currently limits the number of active recording sites during \textit{in vivo} experiments. For the methods described in this chapter, the freed wire connection strategy was best suited for connecting electrodes for pilot \textit{in vivo} experiments.
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4.3 Electronic characterization

4.3.1 Introduction

After methods were developed to connect electrodes to the chip, the electronic readout of the system could be characterized. The electrical properties of the system were measured to determine under what conditions neuronal signals can be recorded and the amplitude limits of the signal. There are 4 major components in this system: the capacitive feedback transimpedance amplifier (CTIA) of each pixel, the electrode, the connection of the electrode to the input of the amplifier, and the electrode-electrolyte interface (EEI) of the electrode to the extracellular solution in the brain.

![Equivalent circuit of the recording system.](image)

**Figure 4.11:** Equivalent circuit of the recording system. A single glass insulated gold wire within a bundle electrode is connected to the input of a CTIA within the infrared camera’s readout integrated circuit. 'Cpl' represents 'coupling' to the electrolyte.

The potential field in the extracellular space \( V_{\text{Extracell}} \) is sensed by the recording surface of the electrode resulting in a voltage difference in the conductive core in comparison to a
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reference electrode (Fig. 4.11). The recording surface of the electrode has an associated coupling impedance which has resistive ($R_{Cpl}$) and capacitive components ($C_{Cpl}$) in parallel. Higher electrode impedance electrodes have a lower signal to noise ratio and thus electrodes are often functionalized to lower their impedance (Cogan, 2008). When a wire within a bundle electrode connects to a camera pixel, the signal passes across the connection resistance ($R_{connect}$) to the input of the amplifier. The stray capacitance ($C_{stray}$) along the electrode length depends on the thickness of the insulating glass layer. The greater the stray capacitance, the greater the signal loss along the electrode length. In the more complicated configuration where there are many wires within a bundle electrode, there is also signal crosstalk due to the capacitive coupling of neighboring conductors in space. CTIAs are often used in infrared imaging detectors to convert small photocurrents from light sources into low noise voltage outputs (Kozlowski, 1996). In this system, the CTIA behind each pixel (op amp in Fig. 4.11) acts to convert extracellular voltage from a neuronal current source to an output trace. This output trace relates to an absolute voltage but is given the arbitrary units of pixel values (PV) within the saturation limits of the amplifier. Though our system has a unique design, these electrode properties (electrode impedance, stray capacitance, etc) are characteristic of all recording electrodes.

4.3.2 Single pixel analysis

A single uninsulated gold microwire was contacted to the pixels of the camera in order to measure the response to simulated signals. This wire was connected to a custom device known as the Ghost Lifter (see 3.3) which lifted the voltage of the wire to the reference voltage of the camera and allowed for the application of stimulation waveforms. These functions were performed while adding minimal additional noise (hence “ghost”).

The uninsulated wire was connected to a pixel and the Ghost Lifter applied square pulses to the microwire (see 3.9) and the recorded traces in PV were exported for analysis. The noise of a recording was calculated as the standard deviation of a recorded trace converted from PV to µV using the ratio of the signal amplitude (in µV) to the recorded amplitude (in PV). 21 different pixel contacts to the camera with a 500 µV square pulse stimulation recorded an average amplitude of 842 pixel values (SD 269 pixel values) with a noise of 61.6 µV (SD 29.6 µV).
Fig. 4.12 demonstrates the recorded amplitude increased linearly with input signal amplitude. These recording properties allowed 300 µV simulated spikes to easily be resolved over the baseline noise. The responses were stable over the timescale of the short recordings (seconds) but the stability over greater timescales was not recorded. Similar linear relationships between the input and output were obtained in other pixel recordings, however the cascade of signal amplitudes with uniform camera settings was only recorded twice.

The response to 500 µV square pulses was recorded in 21 unique pixel connections (Fig. 4.13). The recorded noise of each trace was ~60µV except for 2 outliers with more than double the noise of other connections. This noise is significantly larger than the intrinsic noise of the camera (1.28 µV noise for a 500 µV signal). The negative correlation between noise and amplitude (linear fit, $R^2 = 0.524$) suggests the general trend that larger amplitude responses to the same signal have lower noise.
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![Figure 4.13](image)

**Figure 4.13:** Single pixel recording noise. Distribution of the noise in response to a 500 µV square pulse at various signal amplitudes. Each point is a unique contact to a pixel. Raw traces of the highest and lowest amplitude responses are overlayed and positioned with their corresponding data point.

The gain of each pixel is relatively uniform, however the connection of the gold wire to the indium bump (surface area, contact pressure, etc) is different in each trial. Therefore the variation in the noise of each pixel contact is likely due to the quality of connection. It is possible that the outliers are part of a non-linear increase in noise at low recorded amplitudes, however these high noise responses were difficult to consistently record.

### 4.3.3 Electrical properties

Glass ensheathed microwires are manufactured by casting gold into glass tubes and pulling both materials together while inductively heating at a temperature near the melting point of the glass (see 2.3). It is not clear whether the gold and glass maintain their bulk properties after being fabricated into microwires, so the electrical properties of microwires were tested. Resistance and stray capacitance of microwires were measured with an LCR meter (see 3.10). The recorded experimental resistances included the contact resistance of the probes to the galinstan ports and the galinstan to the severed end of the microwire as well as the axial resistance of the microwire. Theoretical axial resistance was calculated from the equation below where $R$ is resistance, $\rho$ is resistivity, $l$ is length, and $A$ is area:

$$R = \frac{\rho l}{A}$$
The $\rho$ resistivity value used for gold was $2.44 \times 10^{-8}$ $\Omega$m (Serway, 1998). The resistance across the wire decreased proportionally with core area of the microwire ($\propto$ diameter$^{-2}$) (Fig. 4.14).

![Graph: Measured R and Theoretical Axial R](image)

**Figure 4.14:** Resistance across microwire of different inner diameters. The experimental recordings across a 7.5 cm length of microwire (blue) and the theoretical axial resistance for the same wire dimensions (red).

Stray capacitance increased linearly with the immersed length of microwire for microwires of all diameters (Fig. 4.15). This demonstrates that the diameters were uniform along entire wire lengths for all microwires tested as jumps in diameter ratio across mm of wire would result in fluctuations in recorded stray capacitance.
The relative permittivity of the glass surrounding the gold core of the wire could be calculated using the experimental values for stray capacitance from the following equation for capacitance of a coaxial cable where \( C \) is capacitance, \( \varepsilon_0 \) is the electric constant, \( \varepsilon_r \) is relative permittivity, \( l \) is length, OD is outer diameter, and ID is inner diameter:

\[
C = \frac{2\pi\varepsilon_0\varepsilon_r l}{\ln \left( \frac{OD}{ID} \right)}
\]

By plotting both sides of the capacitance of a coaxial cable equation against each other using the values for experimental capacitance, the \( \varepsilon_r \) of glass could be determined from the slope of this plot to check the accuracy of the capacitance recordings (Fig. 4.16). The linear slope was 4.76 (\( R^2 = 0.971 \)). This value is very close to the relative permittivity of glass from the literature - 4.8 (Van Hippel, 1944). This verifies the ability of the LCR meter to record the stray capacitance of glass ensheathed microwires and demonstrates that the glass behaves as bulk after being heated and pulled into a microwire.
Figure 4.16: Experimental relative permittivity of glass. Relative permittivity of outer glass ($\varepsilon_r$) calculated from capacitance of a coaxial cable equation. Different diameter ratios are color coded as in previous figure and the marker size is determined by the outer to inner diameter ratio.

The coupling impedances ($|Z|$) of the recording surface of electrodes were recorded with a potentiostat in a 3 electrode cell filled with PBS. The impedance of un-embedded 1.9 μm wires (in the configuration of a jULIE, see 4.3) was recorded after angle polishing, after gold electrodeposition, and after Iridium Oxide (IrOx) electrodeposition over the electrodeposited gold (4.1.6). The mean impedance value for polished wires was 21.63 MΩ for polished wires, 3.87 MΩ for gold, and 0.10 MΩ for iridium oxide on gold (Fig. 4.17). In addition to the 200-fold decrease in impedance over subsequent depositions, there is also a decrease in impedance variance.
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Figure 4.17: Impedance of electrodeposited surfaces. jULIEs with freed, angle polished, 1.9 µm wires were immersed in PBS and the impedance was recorded with a potentiostat for a bare surface after angle polishing, after a gold bump (nanoAu) was electrodeposited, and after IrOx was deposited on the nanoAu. The impedance at 1 kHz is displayed in a box plot, each point signifying an individual channel and the whiskers are 2 SD from the mean. The line with a square marker is the mean.

After measuring the stray capacitance and impedance of the wires, their effect on the output of the camera readout electronics was simulated (see 3.11). Earlier impedance results suggest typical coupling capacitances are >300 pF (calculated from Fig. 4.17, nanoAu+IrOx impedance at 1 kHz of ~400 kΩ using the equation $C = \frac{1}{2\pi fZ}$) and stray capacitance for the length of a bundle electrode of ~5 pF (estimated from Fig. 4.15, depending on the glass to gold diameter ratio). There would be additional stray capacitance due to crosstalk with neighboring wires, but even in the worst case scenario where the outer glass of wires are in direct contact with each other, the total capacitance would only double due to crosstalk. So 10 pF total of stray capacitance (red in Fig. 4.18) is a conservative estimate. From Fig. 4.18 it can be seen that for a coupling capacitance of 300 pF there is little effect on the amplifier output if the stray capacitance increases from 1-10 pF and for the expected stray capacitance (~10 pF), increasing the coupling capacitance further (by lowering the coupling impedance) should not increase the output voltage or input current of the amplifier.
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**Figure 4.18:** Simulated effect of stray capacitance on op amp output. Each line is a different stray capacitance: 1 pF (black), 10 pF (red), 100 pF (orange). Dotted grey line represents 300 pF.

### 4.3.4 Voltage injection response *in vitro*

To acquire experimental measurements with expected neuronal signals, a bundle electrode of 100 microwires was connected to the chip via a freed wire connection (see 4.2.2), immersed in a bath, and potential pulses were applied to the bath (Fig. 4.19A, also see 3.9).
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Figure 4.19: Voltage injection in vitro. (A) in vitro bath clamp setup with a bundle electrode (100 wires, 11.1 µm inner gold, 28 µm outer glass, only functionalized with IrOx) connected to the camera with freed wires and an injection electrode immersed in solution. (B) Response in pixel values (PV) to injecting 1 mV square pulse (blue trace). (C) Response to injecting 500 µV spike-like waveforms (blue trace) displayed as an average trace (green) of 55 spikes in sequence with 1 standard deviation from the mean in grey.

The response to an injected square pulse is displayed in Fig. 4.19B. The decay of the trace is due to the capacitive charging of the electrodeposited IrOx, the time constant of which would depend on the impedance. The response to injected spike-like waveforms (Fig. 4.19C) demonstrates that in a strongly connected pixel, spikes of a realistic physiological amplitude can be easily resolved without filtering.
4.3.5 Conclusion

The combination of these results demonstrates that this recording system has the capability to record real neuronal signals. The average response in pixel values to a 500 µV signal was 842 PV with 61.6 µV noise. The experimental recordings of microwire stray capacitance and axial resistance confirmed the expected theoretical values. The impedance at 1kHz decreased more than 20 times for these electrodes with electrodeposition of gold and subsequent IrOx. The injection of simulated spikes *in vitro* demonstrated that simulated neuronal signals could be resolved with high signal to noise. These results gave me confidence in transitioning to *in vivo* experiments to record real neuronal activity with this system.

The intrinsic noise of the camera is only 0.24% of the signal in high gain mode (see 3.9). The recorded noise is much higher than this which could be attributed to the large resistance from the recording site to the pixel and unshielded electrical interference. To further improve the signal to noise ratio, the connection strength to the pixels will likely need to be increased (see connection methods in 4.2). However, increasing the coupling capacitance of the electrode interface further should not significantly increase recorded amplitude because the coupling capacitance is large compared to the capacitance for the rest of the system (stray capacitance and input capacitance of the amplifier). The connection resistance could be better estimated by connecting large resistors in series with a connected wire. The order of magnitude of the unknown connection resistance could be determined by recording with a constant input signal while increasing the resistance in series. Additionally, the crosstalk capacitance between microwires in a bundle could be measured experimentally if an effective system could be designed to support electrically connected microwires an exact distance from each other. Due to the flexibility of the microwires, this is practically very difficult. Though the signal to noise of this system can improve, it is enough to record simulated spikes and thus experiments progressed to *in vivo* recording.
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4.4 In vivo Recordings

The in vivo recordings are divided into two distinct parts: microwire electrodes with a conventional readout (4.4.1) and bundle electrodes connected to the camera readout (4.4.2).

4.4.1 jULIEs

The efficacy of functionalized microwires to record neuronal signals in vivo could be directly assessed with juxtacellular ultra-low impedance electrodes (jULIEs). These jULIEs were used in combination with a conventional amplifier system used for extracellular recording (Tucker-Davis Technologies). The mouse olfactory bulb (OB) is an ideal brain region for testing these electrodes because of its superficial location, known laminar structure, and the neural activity underlying olfactory sensory processing can be studied with standard odor presentation techniques. These electrodes had 16 channels with 1.9 µm diameter recording sites and were electrochemically functionalized (for fabrication see 4.1.5) and inserted into the OB of anaesthetized mice. Clear spikes were recorded over 1 mV in amplitude (Fig. 4.20). In recordings from 17 unique jULIE channels, the average mean amplitude of spikes was 828 µV (SD 276 µV).

The jULIE was lowered at a constant rate of 5 µm/s up to 2.6 mm deep while the insertion depth from the micromanipulator was simultaneously recorded. The amplitude vs vertical displacement plot shows a rising and falling in spiking amplitude as the electrode travels ~30 µm in the brain. This peak in amplitude is presumably as the electrode passes a cell soma (see extracellular waveform vs. position in Fig. 1.1B). The variance in recorded amplitudes is likely due to the varying distance between the electrode track and the soma of neurons as well as the activity of those neurons.
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Figure 4.20: jULIE recording in vivo. Recorded spikes in the mouse OB from a single 1.9 µm jULIE channel (500-6kHz bandpass filter) (Top). Extracellular amplitude vs vertical displacement of the electrode as it was inserted into the OB (middle). Peak amplitude vs vertical displacement for σ (1 SD) of the Gaussian fit of from all amplitude vs vertical displacement trials (n = 17).

To measure the spatial extent that units can be detected, Gaussian (normal) distributions were fit to the amplitude vs vertical displacement plots. For these fits the range of vertical displacement was calculated for the σ value (1 SD) and plotted against peak action potential amplitude (as the distance from the electrode to the neuron is unknown). There is high variability in this plot, but the largest peak amplitudes tend to occur when the electrode detects a rise in recorded amplitude over shorter distances (because the recording site is closer to the active part of the neuron). The small recording site area (< 4 µm²) and high spike amplitudes suggest that most of these recordings are of single units.
By connecting individual channels of a jULIE to a potentiostat as the working electrode in a 3 electrode system (with platinum counter and Ag|AgCl reference electrodes) in the meniscus above the brain, the impedance of each channel could be recorded through EIS. There was minimal change in impedance at 1 kHz (|Z|) when measured in the meniscus over the craniotomy (mean impedance was 2.33 MΩ), on the surface of the olfactory bulb (mean: 1.88 MΩ), and after inserting 1300 µm deep (mean: 1.95 MΩ) (Fig. 4.21). This suggests that the functionalized interface did not sustain damage during insertion (no delaminating of gold and/or IrOx) and in acute measurements may have had minimal encapsulation from a foreign body response. The 4 higher impedance channels could be due to a high resistance connection to the galinstan port or delamination of the iridium oxide prior to the experiment.

Figure 4.21: Impedance in vivo. The impedance at 1 kHz of jULIE channels in vivo is displayed with lines connecting the channels. Each point signifies an individual channel, the horizontal line is the median, and the square is the mean. There was insignificant change in impedance of individual jULIE channels above the OB, at the OB surface, and after penetrating 1300 µm.

4.4.2 Camera recordings in vivo

After functionalized microwires were demonstrated to be excellent electrodes, microwire bundle electrodes were connected to the ROIC chip for in vivo testing to assess the system’s ability to record neural activity. After fabricating and functionalizing (see 4.1.3) the electrodes were connected to the camera chip (see 4.2.2) and inserted into the brain of an anaesthetized mouse (see 3.12). Some recorded traces had the defining shape and frequency of LFP (see 1.2.3). These LFP traces were similar to recordings from the same brain area recorded by a jULIE as demonstrated by the similar phase when the traces are
aligned (Fig. 4.22). However, only ~10 out of the 100 wires in the bundle electrode had a strong connection to a pixel and 4 showed LFP.

![LFP in vivo](image)

Figure 4.22: LFP *in vivo*. Recording from 4 channels of a jULIE (Top) and bundle electrode connected to the chip (Bottom) in separate experiments from an anaesthetized mouse. jULIE recordings displayed in mV and recordings from the chip in pixel values. Traces were filtered <3kHz.

To further validate that biological signals were recorded with the camera readout, a simultaneous recording was devised by connecting individual channels from a jULIE with a T-junction, split with one direction to the headstage of a conventional amplifier and the other to a single wire connected to a camera pixel. First a single wire was connected to a pixel (as in 4.3.2), then the jULIE was inserted into tissue until a strong unit was picked up by the amplifier system and then the channel was connected to the camera pixel. In this manner, a unit was simultaneously recorded with the jULIE amplifier and the chip readout (Fig. 4.23).
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Figure 4.23: *In vivo* validation. A simultaneous recording from a jULIE channel connected both to its normal amplifier and the chip readout and a schematic representation of the experimental setup. Both traces were acquired at a sampling rate of 27.1 kHz and low pass filtered <3kHz (top). Cross coherence of the 2 traces with a Welch window up to 2kHz (bottom).

This recording showed LFP like events simultaneously recorded by both readouts. This suggests that biological activity had some contribution to the activity recorded by the chip. The cross coherence of the two signals was highest at frequencies <200 Hz which encompasses the bandwidth of LFP. There seems to be more noise on the recorded conventional amplifier signal than in standard jULIE experiments. This is possibly from the added axial resistance of the connection and current exchange from the camera to the amplifier. This turned out to be an imperfect method of ground truth validation because activity from the camera can distort the jULIE signal and as such, this labor intensive experiment was only performed once.

To separate the difficulties of connecting the chip end of a bundle electrode with a high connectivity rate from recording in tissue with this electrode, a connector was developed which linked each channel of a jULIE to a 100 $\mu$m uninsulated copper wire which readily connected to indium bumps. The copper wires were connected to the Ghost Lifter to raise the voltage to the reference of the camera while aligning against the chip with the three-armed setup. After connectivity was settled on, the back end of the connector was then connected to a jULIE ready to be inserted into an anaesthetized mouse. Data was streamed from the strongly connected pixels while inserting into tissue. In this experiment odor was delivered (see 3.13) and respiration was recorded. Before recording *in vivo*, a 1 mV signal was applied to the bath to later calibrate the pixel responses.
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Figure 4.24: Spiking activity *in vivo*. (A) Extracellular trace from one pixel (blue, band-pass filter 500-5kHz) and respiration (red, unfiltered) in the mouse OB at a depth of 1200 µm. (B) Average waveform of spikes over 1000 pixel values from one pixel. The 780 s trace was high pass filtered (>100 Hz). (C) Spikes during odor presentation (green, isoamyl acetate).

The recorded trace from a strongly connected pixel revealed spiking activity (Fig. 4.24A) and its amplitude was converted from pixel values to µV based on its response to a 1 mV waveform. The average waveform of detected spikes (over 1000 pixel values, ~350µV threshold) had the characteristic shape of a single unit action potential (Fig. 4.24B). A recorded unit also appeared to spike in response to the presentation of the odorant isoamyl acetate (Fig. 4.24C).
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Figure 4.25: Respiration and odor coupling. (A) Raster of detected spikes (Top, trials are bins the length of 1 respiration cycle) aligned to the respiration phase. Firing rate (Bottom) increased in the exhalation phase of respiration (peak ~50 ms). (B) Raster of large spikes (> 1mV) (Top, trials are binned to odor presentation cycle) aligned to the presentation of isoamyl acetate and the firing rate of these spikes in 1 s bins (Bottom).

The relationship of spike rate to the respiration phase was also analyzed. One recorded unit had an increased firing rate in the exhalation phase of respiration demonstrating the cell had some coupling to the respiration cycle (Fukunaga et al., 2012) (Fig. 4.25A). The spike rate was also aligned to odor presentation and there was an increase in firing rate of large spikes directly after the delivery of isoamyl acetate (Fig. 4.25B).

Figure 4.26: Spiking inhibition with muscimol. Superfusion of 100 µM muscimol suppressed firing of the recorded unit.

To confirm that recorded signals were of biological origin, the GABA agonist muscimol was superfused over the brain at the end of the experiment. Muscimol has been known to broadly abolish spiking activity when applied in vivo (Caesar et al., 2003). Muscimol inhibited overall firing rate of the recorded unit and spike rate diminished after 3 minutes (Fig. 4.26). These results suggest that well connected wires from a bundle electrode can record the spiking activity of single units in an anaesthetized mouse.
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4.4.3 Imaging of insertion

It is also important to analyze the effects of electrode insertion on the tissue around the recording site. Extracellular recording electrodes are known to cause acute and chronic damage after being inserted into brain tissue (Kozai et al., 2015b). Through histology (see 3.14) we compared the acute damage caused by angle polished microwires and a common silicon probe (Fig. 4.27).

Figure 4.27: Acute damage from insertion of a silicon probe and glass ensheathed microwires. Histology was performed after insertion of a silicon probe with a 123 µm wide shank (A) and 30° angle polished glass ensheathed microwires (B). Insertion sites are marked with arrows. Three fluorescent dyes were employed: DiO which traced the insertion lesion (1, green), Evans Blue which binds to albumin and represents rupture of the blood brain barrier (2, red), DAPI which stains cell nuclei (3, blue), and a color overlay of each image with opacities adjusted to make each layer visible. All scale bars are 100 µm. (C) Two-photon microscopy image of an angle polished wire coated in DiO inserted into tissue with blood vessels stained by Sulforhodamine 101.

Based on images with all three histological markers, microwires had a smaller insertion profile than the silicon probe. The silicon probe caused bleeding as evidenced by the Evans Blue stain and left a tear in tissue nearly 100 µm wide. In contrast, the spaced microwires did not cause any detectable blood brain barrier damage and had an insertion track of only a few microns. Fig. 4.27C demonstrates that single wires can be inserted
and penetrate through brain tissue such that blood vessels are not severed. These results taken together suggests that in acute experiments, individual microwires cause much less damage than the standard silicon probe.

To visualize the insertion of a bundle electrode in 3D, a micro-CT was used to image an entire mouse head after insertion (see 3.15). Fig. 4.28 shows hundreds of angle polished wires after insertion into cortex. It demonstrates that large bundle electrodes easily penetrate tissue and that in the 3D image the wires can be detected against the background tissue. However, the bundle does not readily spread out during insertion and clusters together when no effort is made to space the wires in the bundle.

![Figure 4.28: Micro-CT of bundle insertion. Low resolution image of the bundle electrode (1100 microwires) inserting into the whole brain and a high resolution image of a portion of the neuronal end of the bundle electrode in tissue.](image)

**Figure 4.28:** Micro-CT of bundle insertion. Low resolution image of the bundle electrode (1100 microwires) inserting into the whole brain and a high resolution image of a portion of the neuronal end of the bundle electrode in tissue.

### 4.4.4 Conclusion

These results demonstrate that functionalized angle polished wires can serve as electrodes to record LFP and spikes as part of a jULIE connected to a conventional amplifier or as a bundle electrode connected to the camera readout. jULIEs can even detect amplitude change with proximity to the neuron. It may be possible to estimate the point source (neuronal cell body) location from these amplitude vs vertical displacement plots. If more data was collected within a precisely controlled preparation, the recording quality of different jULIE designs or other electrode technologies could be compared.
In anaesthetized odor presentation experiments, cells in the OB responded to isoamyl acetate and were coupled to the animal’s respiration. To verify the biological origin of the spikes, muscimol was applied to the brain which inhibited the spiking activity of the recorded cell. If more electrodes could simultaneously record in vivo, the activity of entire olfactory circuits could be studied in response to different odor stimuli.

Angle polished microwires perform well in acute experiments because there is barely detectable tissue damage after insertion and the electrode impedance does not significantly change after insertion into tissue. Histological experiments could be improved in order to gain a more complete understanding of the foreign body response to bundle electrodes. Stains for cell membrane integrity (such as propidium iodide, Blanche et al., 2005) and immunohistological stains for glial cells (such as Iba-1 for microglia and glial fibrillary acidic protein for astrocytes, Kozai et al., 2012a) would determine how the electrodes are encapsulated during the inflammatory response. Histology should also be performed days to weeks after electrode implantation to uncover the chronic tissue response to these electrodes.

Though individual microwires, readily insert into tissue without causing excessive damage, micro-CT images demonstrate that larger bundle electrodes do not appear to separate in tissue. Thus suggests new insertion methods and methods to control the spacing of wires during bundle electrode fabrication should be developed to minimize tissue damage (see 5.4). Locating the tips of electrodes within the acquired 3D image is possible but without custom algorithms it the images would need to be manually segmented. Automating this process would be computationally difficult for bundles >100 wires as the electrodes are in different planes. However, histological contrast agents could help to better separate the metal/glass electrodes from the surrounding tissue in these images.
5 Discussion

5.1 Proof of Principle

The aim of my project was to develop a new technology that was a scalable approach to large scale electrophysiology. I have described an extracellular recording technique combining glass ensheathed gold microwire bundles and a high speed ROIC chip which can viably record single unit activity in vivo. Experiments in vitro demonstrated that bundle electrodes have predictable stray capacitance based on their dimensions and that microwires with electrochemically functionalized low impedance films connected to the camera readout can record and resolve simulated spike-like signals (see 4.3). In vivo recordings reveal functionalized angle polished wires connected to the camera readout are capable of recording local field potentials and individual action potentials. The action potential firing rate was coupled to the animal’s respiration cycle, increasing when odor was presented, and was abolished with the application of the drug muscimol (a GABA agonist which inhibits neural activity), confirming that recorded spikes were biological in origin (see 4.4.2).

This design has multiple advantages over existing techniques for large scale neuronal recording. The camera readout has a sampling rate of 1.7 kHz full frame (up to 200 kHz for smaller frames) which is greater than the sampling rate of modern two-photon imaging techniques which struggle to record at 1 kHz. Unlike the ~2 mm recording depth limitation of 2-photon microscopy, this technique does not have a recording depth limitation, potentially allowing recording from deep brain structures more than 5 mm below the brain surface. Bundle electrodes have more flexible design parameters (variety of microwire diameters, polishing angles, and overall bundle geometry) and greater horizontal coverage of tissue than planar silicon probes. Microwires also cause less acute tissue damage and have lower stray capacitance than traditional silicon probes (see 4.4.3). Though this neurotechnology is very scalable - as discussed below, we do not yet show data of more than a few simultaneous channels. Though once the problem of bundle electrode to readout connectivity is solved, the number of recorded neurons will scale with higher wire count bundle electrodes and the increasing density of readout electronics.

5.2 Scalability

A system is scalable if its performance improves proportionally to the increasing capacity of its hardware. Imaging techniques such as two-photon microscopy have increasing temporal resolution with faster beam repositioning due to hardware improvements with acouso-optic deflectors and other devices. However, the scalability of this technique is fundamentally limited because light diffraction in tissue limits the recording depth and since light dissipates as heat in tissue the brain would overheat with many recorded neurons at high
framerates. To overcome these limits, systems that could excite two-photon fluorescence without high energy laser pulses or fluorophores that are excited at infrared wavelengths would need to be developed (Marblestone et al., 2013). Silicon probes for extracellular recording have increasing recording site density and matching on-wafer electronics due to their photolithographic fabrication process which has allowed an exponential increase in simultaneously recorded neurons over the years (Fig. 1.3). But tissue damage scales with the size of and number of electrode shanks. Advanced extracellular technologies (such as carbon fibers and flexible polymer electrodes) integrate into tissue very well but do not have scalable fabrication or readout electronics which limits the number of simultaneous channels (Park et al., 2017; Patel et al., 2015). The connection to the electronics would need to be fundamentally redesigned for the number of recording channels to scale up.

Both the bundle electrodes and electronic readout scale easily to higher densities in this design. The readout integrated circuit (ROIC) currently has more than 300,000 active amplifiers. ROIC technology will continue to develop in the future creating denser amplifier arrays with better temporal resolution. Software and data storage/transfer rates will also scale with cutting edge higher density readouts. The bundle electrodes are scalable because the number of microwires in a bundle is only limited by how many spools are wrapped together. Bundle electrodes are currently fabricated with up to 2,000 wires, but it takes minutes to wrap thousands of more wires. The fundamental limit to bundle electrode size is that the area of the tissue end must be small enough to insert into a craniotomy and not cause excessive damage in the target brain region.

### 5.3 Improving connectivity

The indium bumps on each pixel of the camera chip were designed to be bonded to a photodetector layer and remain sealed beneath the chip package. In this system the photodetector is never added and the indium bumps are exposed to air where the indium can readily oxidize and the bumps are contacted to the back end of electrodes with varying amounts of force. The malleable bumps deform and break during electrode contact (Fig. 4.8) and the indium oxide layer may be increasing the connection resistance. If the pads on each pixel were a harder and more inert metal, electrode contact would be more straightforward and could be stable for longer timescales.

It is possible to replace indium bumps on a ROIC chip by taking wafers from the manufacturer that have not been indium bump bonded and depositing platinum pads on every pixel through a mask (Mina Hanna, Nick Melosh, and Andreas Schaefer, personal communication). Chips modified in this way should allow a more reliable and reversible metal contact between bundle electrodes and the readout electronics. Alternative readout electronics will also be considered in the future. Other ROICs designed for imaging applications are also available off the shelf. Higher resolution arrays (up to 1280x1024) are
available from multiple vendors (Cardinal, Mikro-Tasarim, Princeton Infrared Technologies, FLIR) but these designs do not match the >1 kHz framerate of the Xenics Cheetah ROIC. The disadvantages of this chip are its internal offset voltage and the innate differences in gain between pixels which means that equal changes in pixel value may not represent identical voltage signals. It is possible for a custom designed chip to withhold this offset voltage but this custom design would not be independently developed by the infrared imaging industry. An alternate ROIC design has also been developed which allows for in-pixel digitization, greatly reducing the complexity, size, and power requirement of its chip (Rider et al., 2011).

There are a few commercially available multielectrode array (MEA) designs which were designed for in vitro neuronal recordings but could potentially function as a readout for bundle electrodes. MEAs from 3Brain have an array of 4096 electrodes that can simultaneously stream data (Maccione et al., 2015) and MaxWell Biosystems produce an MEA with 26,400 electrodes with 1024 simultaneous channels (Müller et al., 2015). Both of these systems have dedicated software for filtering and spike detection and are less expensive than the high speed infrared cameras which contain ROICs. However, since these MEAs are built with wells for in vitro recording, they may require significant modification to allow connection of bundle electrodes.

Bundle electrodes can connect to the ROIC chip via interconnect foils or freed wire alignment (see 4.2). The alignment system has 3 micromanipulators which move the electrode and greatly increase the size and weight of the entire system. A more advanced version of the alignment system is being developed which has a much smaller profile and does not require added manipulators. In this passive alignment system only as large as the camera lid, the bundle electrode self-aligns while force is applied from a screw around the embedded electrode. The alignment process is faster for the experimenter and improved connection rates have been reported (Mina Hanna, Nick Melosh, and Andreas Schaefer, personal communication). A more advanced future technique would be designing ordered bundles which match the pitch of the chip which could be precisely aligned by perpendicularly illuminating with laser light and interpretation of light diffraction patterns.

5.4 Bundle electrode insertion and spacing

There are a variety of forces acting on extracellular probes when they are inserted into brain tissue. Insertion can be divided into three stages: the tissue compression stage where the tissue dimples beneath the probe, the tissue penetration where the probe ruptures the tissue and the resistance force decreases, and the loading phase where as the probe travels deeper into tissue the friction increases the resistance force (Sharp et al., 2009). The extent of these forces depends on probe material elasticity, probe size, probe sharpness, and insertion rate. Probes with smaller cross sectional area have smaller penetration forces.
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but are more susceptible to buckling, as modeled by the Euler buckling force:

\[ F = \frac{\pi^2 EI}{(KL)^2} \]

For a glass ensheathed gold microwire, the modulus of elasticity, \( E \approx 70 \text{ GPa} \) (79 GPa gold, 65-75 GPa glass), the area moment of inertia for the circular cross section, \( I = \frac{\pi}{4}r^4 \), and the column effective length factor \( K = 0.707 \) for one end fixed and the other end pinned (Marblestone et al., 2013). When the diameter of the wire is 20 \( \mu \)m with a free length of 2 cm the calculated buckling force is \( \approx 27 \mu \text{N} \) and when the free length is 1 mm the buckling force is 10.8 N. For a wire 20 \( \mu \)m in diameter, an estimated force based on the experimental tissue resistance results of Sharp et al. is about 100 \( \mu \text{N} \), which sets a threshold for when the wire would buckle. This is a rough estimate because in that study the wires were tungsten and 100 \( \mu \)m in diameter (the exact relationship of tissue resistance to probe area is not known). However, this suggests that for 20 \( \mu \)m microwires when the freed length is less than \( \approx 1 \text{ cm} \) they are unlikely to buckle during tissue penetration.

For *in vivo* experiments the bundle electrodes had about 5 mm of freed length and the neuronal end of the electrode was inserted at \( \approx 1-5 \mu \text{m} \) per second by raising the anaesthetized mouse with a micromanipulator into the perpendicularly aligned bundle electrode. There is no consensus on the ideal parameters for electrode insertion speed (Hosseini et al., 2007; Bjornsson et al., 2006; Casanova et al., 2014; Mahvash and Dupont, 2010) or angle with respect to the brain (Claverol-Tinture and Nadasdy, 2004). In order to elucidate this question, experiments could be performed varying variables such as insertion rate, wire diameter, and polishing angle and relating them to the amount of tissue compression during insertion and the amount of damage evidenced through histology in order to optimize insertion parameters for the bundle electrodes.

It is clear from imaging bundles in tissue that when individual angle polished microwires are spaced by \( \approx 100 \mu \text{m} \) there is minimal damage (Fig. 4.27). In its current design the tissue damage caused by individual microwires is less than that of an entire silicon probe shank. However in the same tissue volume around the insertion track the bundle electrode features less channels than that of the silicon probe shank. Also, dense bundles do not readily spread out in tissue (Fig. 4.28) which will increase the local tissue damage and limits the volume of tissue in which neurons can be recorded. If future developments could allow for uniform spacing of wires within a bundle electrode during insertion, the overall tissue damage could be reduced below that of standard electrodes.

There are a number of ways in which spacing of bundle electrodes could be controlled during fabrication. The microwires themselves could be manufactured such that they have double glass cladding where the outer glass has a matched melting point to the inner glass but is etchable in acid (Tonucci and Hubler, 2007). With these etchable wires, the tissue end could be spaced by immersing in acid after polishing and the spacing distance
would be determined by the outer glass diameter and packing density. The center of bundles could also be filled with glass beads to separate the wires before the bundle is sealed. A more controlled method would be spraying the microwires with insulating parylene before wrapping with the insulation thickness determining the bundle spacing. If a reliable method was found to regularly space the tissue end of bundle electrodes, this should result in less tissue damage and bleeding during insertion which would ultimately increase the yield of recorded units. However, even with adequately spaced bundles, additional modifications may need to be made to the bundle electrodes in order to have the microwires splay out in tissue to record from a greater tissue volume. Electrodes could be pre-splayed before insertion by dividing the bundle into smaller bundles and twisting them such that they actively spread when released in tissue.

5.5 Improving bundle electrode fabrication and density

Currently the procedure for bundle electrode fabrication is very time consuming and involves manual intervention. If the electrode fails in an early stage (generally because a significant amount of wires within a bundle are not electrically connected for deposition, see 4.1.3), fabrication must restart. If fabrication methods can be more standardized and automated the final product will be reproducible, more symmetrical electrodes likely with improved connectivity. Opportunities for fabrication standardization include designing interlocking polypropylene support tubes, building molds which perfectly center the bundles during embedding, and standardizing the volumes of embedding materials. Since each bundle electrode is an investment of time (minimum 2 days for a batch of electrodes) and materials (especially when the number of microwires in the electrode increases), techniques should be developed to clean and reuse bundle electrodes after insertion into the brain. Commercial silicon probes such as NeuroNexus can be re-used 10-15 times until the impedance begins to rise to unacceptable levels (NeuroNexus, 2008).

The number of active recording sites in bundle electrodes must increase to take advantage of the high density readout of the camera electronics and to record from many more neurons simultaneously. A possible fabrication process to accommodate bundles of 10 thousand microwires is described in Fig. 5.1. The first major difficulty with larger bundles was in sealing the outer glass such that electrolyte could not flow through the bundle as common epoxies were too viscous to penetrate a bundle of this size. In pilot experiments, this was attempted by fusing the outer glass by heating to the glass melting point with a high powered induction heater, a process we call 'caking'. Embedding large bundles in Crystalbond 509 polymer (CB) resulted in groups of wires left un-embedded which damaged the wire surfaces during polishing. However, by implementing high temperature desiccation, these bundles could be completely embedded in CB and complete removal of CB to separate the wires for tissue insertion was accomplished by increasing the number
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of washes in CB stripper. During first attempts at fabricating full length bundles with over 1000 wires, gold was unable to be electrodeposited on a significant fraction of the wires after polishing possibly due to damage incurred by the wires during caking. An alternative method for increasing the number of microwires in an electrode would be fabricating several bundles individually and connecting them to the ROIC chip together. In this way, a greater fraction of the chip could be utilized whilst allowing individual bundles within the electrode to be customized for different brain areas.

![Large bundle fabrication schematic](image)

**Figure 5.1:** Large bundle fabrication schematic. A possible future design to fabricate bundles of thousands of microwires for *in vivo* experiments.

Part of the reason glass ensheathed metal microwires were initially chosen as an electrode material is that it had been reported that bundles of thousands of microwires could be heated and pulled to a taper which reduced the overall size of the bundle while maintaining the inner to outer diameter ratio (Badinter et al., 2010). This tapering could eventually be applied to the bundle electrode fabrication protocol. With a tapered tip, the tissue end would displace significantly less tissue during insertion while the chip end would maintain its dimensions for chip connectivity. However, thinner wires are more prone to buckling so a shorter freed length may be required for these bundles to penetrate tissue. Also, as a possible solution to stiffen the microwires and reduce buckling, the bundles could be coated with a biocompatible coating such as silk (Tien et al., 2013), gelatine (Etemadi et al., 2016), or polyethylene glycol (Patel et al., 2015).
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5.6 Chronic recordings

To understand how neural circuits function, neural activity must be recorded over longer time periods than the few minutes used to generate in vivo results in this thesis (see 4.4.2). The bundle electrodes and ROIC interface would need to be modified in order to adapt to chronic experiments. Firstly, additional histology experiments should be performed to better understand the inflammatory response to bundle electrodes (see 4.4.4) and determine the timescale of glial encapsulation. In vivo recordings (with jULIEs or bundle electrodes connected to the camera readout) could be repeated hours after insertion to determine if tissue damage and the foreign body response affects the recording properties of electrodes. Another requirement for chronic experiments is improvement of the stability of electrode connectivity to the chip (discussed in 5.3).

Electrode technologies which permit animals to move freely during recording allow the study of more complex behaviors than in head-fixed preparations (such as social interactions between animals and spatial memory tasks). To allow animals free movement during recordings, longer bundle electrodes could be used which would allow the readout electronics to sit farther away from the animal. Long electrodes are feasible because of the flexibility of the microwires and their very low stray capacitance (~1 pF/cm, Fig. 4.15). It is unlikely for the chassis of the ROIC electronics to decrease in size enough in the near future to be mounted to a rodent, although if the technology were applied to primates, this might be feasible. If this technology can be improved to record over longer timescales without the need to restrict the animal’s head movement, it can be further developed as a neuroprosthetic device in larger mammals (sheep, primates, etc.) and ultimately in human trials.

5.7 Alternate bundle electrode materials

Within the same bundle electrode architecture, different electrode materials could be considered which offer specific advantages. Polymer microwires could be considered as an alternative to glass ensheathed gold microwires for bundle electrodes (Yaman et al., 2011; Tao et al., 2012). These wires are pulled from a polymer preform at a lower temperature and are softer and more flexible than glass and metal. Polymer wires can be made with cores of semiconductors, conductive polymer composites, low melting point metals such as tin, or even fiber optic channels for light delivery (Canales et al., 2015). These conductive core materials have higher axial resistance than pure metal cores meaning they would limit the signal to noise ratio recorded by surface areas <50 µm². Also, since the wires are so flexible (Young’s modulus ~3 GPA) they are more likely to buckle and thus may need a coating to stiffen them or a shuttle to enable insertion into tissue.
The polished interface of glass ensheathed gold microwires are an established substrate for the electrodeposition of IrOx. However, it would be easier to pull metal cores to smaller dimensions from an alloy than from gold. In this case electrodes would need a layer of electrodeposited gold on the alloy core to act as a substrate for IrOx because IrOx does not deposit well on copper alloys. Also, other alternative low impedance coatings for the recording sites could be considered, such as PEDOT (Wilks et al., 2009) or carbon nanotubes (Bareket-Keren and Hanein, 2013). These coatings may offer better adherence to the electrode, longer lifetime, and lower impedance.

5.8 Wire localization

Once high channel counts can be recorded with bundle electrodes in vivo, the implementation of spike sorting algorithms will be necessary to identify individual units recorded by multiple wires. The large amount of recordings that can be collected in a single session and the file size of these datasets will continue to be a challenge in the future. Improved software will need to be developed in order to filter out signals from unconnected wires and to reduce the dimensionality of acquired data in order to reduce file sizes. The wires will not be regularly spaced in tissue because the wires are not at exactly the same height after fabrication and individual wires will have non-parallel trajectories through non-uniform brain tissue. Depending on the recording density, we may also consider trying to estimate the location of signal sources from information in the extracellular traces (Cybulski et al., 2015) or by imaging with 3D micro-CT after post-hoc. Additionally, if the necessary optics could be accommodated, specific target neurons could be stimulated optogenetically in order to probe the circuit, aiding the identification of units of a given molecular identity. However, from bundle electrode recordings the function (spike rate, waveform, response to stimuli, etc.) of the recorded neurons and its relationship to the activity of other neurons is more important than their absolute position in the brain or molecular identity.

5.9 Theoretical limits

It is difficult to determine the idealized bundle electrode geometry to record from a maximum number of neurons in an entire brain or brain region. Properties of the bundle electrode such as individual wire diameter, recording site area, and distance between the wires all affect the theoretical threshold of recorded neurons and the total volume displacement. The anatomical spacing of active neuronal cell bodies in the target brain region will also determine the yield of neurons.

Extracellular voltages are detected in a sphere around each electrode recording site. The relatively large recording sites in traditional silicon probes and tetrodes allow the activity of multiple neurons to be recorded at each channel which are separated into individual
units via spike sorting methods (see 1.3.4). The absolute algorithmic limits of spike sorting
is estimated to allow unit separation of ~100 neurons per electrode which would require
750,000 recording sites spaced 80 µm from each other in a cubic lattice to record from
an entire mouse brain (Marblestone et al., 2013). However, if recording sites are small
enough and proximal enough to the cell membrane to measure the activity from only
individual neurons, there will not be multiple units to sort. If bundle electrodes were
perfectly designed to record from only single neurons at each recording site, this inability
to spike sort could decrease the overall yield of recorded units from a brain area.

For bundle electrodes, changes in core diameter affect the volume from which the recording
site can sample neural activity, while the thickness of the insulating glass affects the tissue
volume the electrode will displace and the stray capacitance along the electrode length.
Marblestone et al. suggest displacement of 1% of total tissue volume as an absolute limit
for extracellular recording. In this case, whole brain recordings in the mouse are unlikely
to be limited by volume constraints, but depending on how many neurons can be recorded
by a single wire, wires would need to shrink down to ~200 nm to record from a whole
brain without displacing too much tissue (Marblestone et al., 2013).

Idealized electrode geometries also come with practical limitations. Electrode bundles
composed of nanowires would be nearly impossible to fabricate and handle. Bundle elec-
trodes comprising tens of thousands of wires, especially if they are spaced, would require
a very large craniotomy covering a significant portion of the cortex in order to be inserted.
In short, the ideal electrode parameters which minimize tissue damage and maximize cell
yield are still up for debate.

5.10 Outlook

In proof of principle experiments I have demonstrated that the combination of microwire
bundle electrodes and ROICs is a promising method for large scale neuronal recording in vivo. There are numerous developments to be made in this technique, but the overall design
is highly scalable and will advance alongside integrated circuit technology. This technique
could potentially accelerate the existing trend towards a greater number of simultaneously
recorded neurons (Fig. 1.3) in behaving mice and other animal experiments. There is also
the prospect that this design may be of use in human subjects, as a neuroprosthesis
re-enabling loss of limb control due to spinal chord injury, to reduce the symptoms of Parkinson’s disease and ALS, or to restore deafness and blindness. Massively parallel
electrode neurotechnologies could also potentially lead to brain machine interfaces with
digital intelligence, the possibilities of which are as yet unexplored.
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